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CHAPTER I
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM AND SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH
Statement of the Problem
The purpose of this study is to build a set of language
exercises for bilingual children in the second grade.
A large percentage of children in the public schools of
Massachusetts come from homes in which a language other than
English is spoken. Many of these children are handicapped in
their school achievement because of language difficulty. This
study attempts to adapt the regular language curriculum to the
particular needs of the bilingual child.
The term bilingual child is used in this study to mean
a child who speaks a language other than English predominantly.
Speech is our most important means of communication.
When children are handicapped in this means of self-expression
it retards their normal progress in every area of social adjust
ment . In this study an effort is made to minimize this handi-
cap by providing the children with the exact English idiom for
many of the situations with which they come in contact.
Summary of Previous Research
Background
For more than a century the United States has been
the melting pot of all nations. The policy of our government
and our educational system has been to attempt to mold the
various foreign elements into our own mode of civilization.
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The geographical situation of newcomers is found largely
along the coastal regions and our northern and southern borders.
Massachusetts may be cited as a typical cross-section of this
very heterogeneous type of population. The question may be
raised whether or not the traditional forms of education, de-
veloped over the years are equipped to meet the needs of this
large portion of our people.
Relation of bilingualism to 1.1,. and school achievement
Since 1920 testers have been attempting to measure
the effects of bilingualism on I.Q,. and school achievement.
Some testers believe that the presence of a language handicap
is in itself an index of lack of intelligence. In 1923,
Pintner^
-
administered the National Intelligence Test and the
Pintner Non-Language Test to third and fourth grade pupils in
the New York City schools. The scores of each type test were
then compared between English-speaking and foreign background
groups. The curves of distribution were practically identical
between the two groups on the non-language test, but showed
marked differentiation on the National Intelligence Test in
favor of the English-speaking group.
"'"Rudolph Pintner, "Comparison of American and Foreign
Children on Intelligence Tests," Journal of Educational
Psychology
,
Volume XIV, May, 1923, pp. 292-295.

PIntner summarizes his results as follows:
Caution should be used in drawing conclusions
as to the intelligence of foreign children
when tested solely by means of tests which
presuppose the understanding or reading of
the English language.
2
Bere attempts to answer the question of whether dif-
ferences between mental test results of foreign children and
those of native children are to be explained by differences
in mental capacity or differences in language opportuni ty . In
contrast to Pintner* s research which indicated that language
handicap interfered with a just determination of the mental
equipment of the foreign child, Bere discovered in working
with 913 children that after a child had attended American
schools for one or two years, he tested as high on a Binet
Test by employing the English language as by using his native
language. Also there is no explanation for the fact that
children from Yiddish homes were markedly superior on in-
telligence tests to children from Italian homes.
Rudolph Pintner, ’’Comparison of American and Foreign
Children on Intelligence Tests,” Journal of Educational
Psychology
,
Volume XIV, May, 1923, p. 295.
2
M. A. Bere, A Comparative Study of the Mental Capacity of
Children of Foreign Parentage
,
Contribution to Education,
No. 154, New York, Teachers College, Columbia University,
1924, p. 105.
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Walter’s continued the work of Bere by giving the
Stanford Revision of the Binet-Simon tests to 165 children in
New York City schools in grades six and seven. The two groups
tested were made up of those speaking only English at home and
those speaking a foreign language predominantly. Walters con-
cluded from this study that there is a language handicap of
from six to eight months of mental age on the tests of children
up to thirteen years who come from foreign language speaking
home s
•
2
R igg in his study indicates some of the difficulties
confronting the tester of children with varying national back-
grounds which may explain why investigators in this field do
not agree. The three major problems are: (1) the matter of
sampling, (2) the influence of social status, (3) the question
of language handicap. In spite of the fact that many testers
believe that lack of ability on tests using language means a
lower capacity rather than a different capacity, Rigg sum-
marizes his findings as follows:
He ventures the guess that the language
handicap may be enough to explain the lower
standing of most of the foreign group on
intelligence test.
^F, C. Walters, "Language Handicap and the Stanford-Binet
Tests", Journal of Educational Psychology, May, 1924, Volume XV
pp. 276-234.
2
M. Rigg, "Some Further Data on the Language Handicap",
Journal of Educational Psychology
,
April, 1928, Volume XIX,
pp .- 252-256.
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Barke used the Northumberland and Pintner Tests on 395
children in three mixed bilingual schools where the children
spoke Welsh at home. The results were compared with tests of
302 children from English-speaking homes. The monoglot schools
were superior on the verbal tests but on the non-verbal tests
the bilingual schools showed a slight advantage. This indicates
again that generally inferiority of bilingual children when
measured by verbal tests is caused by language difficulty.
2
Fritz and Rankin measured the areas affected by language
handicap and gave remedial suggestions for them. Their study
attempted first to determine whether bilingual pupils were
handicapped and second, if a handicap exists, to determine its
extent and the elements of English involved. Having done so,
the study continues with plans for remedial teaching. Three
tests were given to 201 pupils in Arma
,
Kansas; (1) The Otis,
self-administering test to measure mental ability, (2) The
new Stanford Test to measure school achievement, and (3) Sim’s
Score Card to measure home conditions. The results obtained by
matching pairs having equal I.Q.'s but differing in language
background showed the foreign pupils to be markedly deficient
in word meaning and correct language usage.
1Ethel M. Barke, ”A Study of the Comparative Intelligence of
Children in Certain Bilingual and Monoglot Schools in South
Wales”, British Journal of Educational Psychology , November,
1923, Volume III, pp . 237-250.
2Ralph A. Fritz and Nellie R. Rankin, ”The English Handicap
of Junior High School Pupils from Foreign Speaking Homes and
Remedial Suggestions”, Journal of Educational Research , May, 19
Volume XXVII, pp. 412-421.
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Their difficulties listed in the order of their greatest
frequency are:
1. Choice of synonym
2. Redundant expressions
3. Wrong form of the personal pronoun
4. Confusion of personal pronoun and demonstrative
adjective
5. Lack of agreement between personal pronoun and
antecedent
6. Lack of agreement between verb and subject
7. Incorrect verb forms
8. Wrong preposition
9. Confusion of preposition and conjunction
10. Confusion of adjective with adverb
11. Illogical agreement of parts in defining terms
The following suggestions for remedial instructions were
given:
1. Oral and written composition on the use of specif
words showing how to differentiate in meaning and
use properly in sentences.
2. More intensive study of English idioms.
3. Oral and written composition with emphasis on the
proper case forms of personal pronouns showing
specific types of construction in which each case
should be used.
4. Oral and written composition and drill to
familiarize with the principle parts of trouble-
some verb forms.
5. Instruction to avoid redundant expressions and
double negatives.
6. Instruction to avoid using personal pronoun for
demonstrative adjective; adjective for adverb;
preposition for conjunction; wrong preposition
and wrong placement of adverbs in sentences.
7. Instruction to explain the distinction between
words similar in sound; the choice of relative
pronoun; choice of mood and choice of noun to
denote intended gender.
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7Hoffman^ indicates the need for more and better measures
of bilingualism as tools for research, for grouping, and for
a better understanding of individual and group differences.
The fact that the census of 1950 showed twenty-five per cent
of Americans to be bilingual makes this a real problem. He
made out a schedule of questions relating to the amount of
foreign language spoken and heard at home. He wished to measui
the extent of bilingual background to which the individual was
exposed and then to make an association with performance on
verbal material
.
pArsenian'0 claims that bilingualism has little or no effect
on I.Q., but great effect on school achievement. He gave oral
and written tests in the child’s mother tongue and in English,
to large numbers of Italian and Yiddish bilinguals in New York.
His results show that 60 per cent of those tested show marked
language handicap, 30 per cent have the added handicap of comin
from poor racial stock, and only 10 per cent show no difference
in I.Q,. because of language difficulty. In his summary he stat
that results of studies on the intelligence of bilinguals are
as follows: 17 writers find a serious language handicap, 9
find only a slight handicap and 4 claim there is none at all.
This evidence is strongly in favor of regarding the bilingual
child as handicapped in his school achievement.
e
S
es
1
Moses Hoffman, The Measurement of Bilingual Background
,
published by Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia
University, New York, 1934, pp . 5-75.
2
Seth Arsenian, Bilingualism and Mental Development
.
bution to Education, No. 712, New York, Teachers College
Columbia University,
Contri-
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Brown's study in which children were tested by the
Stanford Revision of the Binet Test showed that bilingual
children in Michigan who were retarded in their school achieve-
ment overcame this language problem after the first or second
grade. An interesting development of his study revealed that
immigrants of the Germanic groups, Norwegians, Germans and
Swedes, tested far higher than those in the Non-Germanic groups
as, Italians, Slovaks, and Finns. Brown uses this as an
argument for determining percentages of immigrants to be ad-
mitted to this country.
2Tireman presents a very interesting study of the aural
and visual comprehension of bilinguals which strongly indicates
the need for much oral drill with these children. The Durrell-
Sullivan Reading Capacity and Achievement Test was given to
47 Spanish speaking children. This test measures aural com-
prehension of words and connected prose, together with another
test designed to measure visual comprehension of the same
material. Strangely enough these children scored higher on
achievement than capacity. This indicates that they could read
Gilbert L. Brown, "Intelligence as Related to Nationality",
Journal of Educational Research
,
Volume V, pp . 224-227.
p
Lloyd S. Tireman, and V. E. Woods, "Aural and Visual Com-
prehension of English by Spanish Speaking Children", Elementary
School Journal, Volume XXXX, 1939-1940, pp . 204-211.
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English better than understand it when spoken. These children
also can understand many more words than they can use orally.
Thus they need a planned program of vocabulary building and
growth in oral language. He says:
When new words are met first in print
and are not checked by usage or by hearing
others use them, various peculiarities of
silent pronunciation may occur. Perception
errors may transpose, change or omit letters,
accents may be misplaced or vowels be given
the wrong quantity.
The conclusion is drawn that bilinguals have better visual than
aural comprehension. In another article, Tireman^- recommended
the segregation of foreign speaking children until a basic
speaking vocabulary is learned. Besides the language handi-
cap there is often the problem of a poor socio-economic status
with its health and psychological implications to be considered.
pThe work of Steuber with second grade children again
indicates the need for specialized language programs for
bilinguals. The De Vault Primary Reading Test was given to
238 English and 688 Spanish speaking children in the second
grades of the El Paso schools. The median for the English
children was 22.71, that of the Spanish children 20.98. This
significant difference in silent reading achievement clearly
indicates the need for different methods of instruction with
_ - —
Lloyd S. Tireman, "Bilingual Children", Review of Educational
Research
,
Volume XIV, 1944, pp . 273-277.
p
J. Steuber, "Racial Differences in Reading Achievement",
Texas Outlook
,
January, 1940, Volume XXIV, p. 32.
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bilinguals if they are to be expected to achieve at a normal
rate .
1
Finally Smith made a study of the effect of bilingualism
on college entrance scores. Hoffman’s Bilingual Inventory was
used to discover the extent of bilingual background of students
entering the University of Hawaii as freshmen. He concludes
that bilingual background affects entrance scores much more
than achievement after entrance, as far as can be measured by
grade point ratio.
The conclusions which may be drawn from the evidence
presented thus far are as follows: most testers agree that
bilingualism is a handicap to school achievement but differ
in measuring the extent of handicap.
Some Methods Used in Teaching Bilinguals
In many states with large foreign populations, teaching
manuals with programs for bilingual pupils have been developed.
2
Marrs reported on methods used with Spanish children in Texas,
and recommends teaching English as we would a foreign language
with emphasis on the spoken word. Use every word in connection
1
Madorah E, Smith, ’’Effect of Bilingual Background on
College Aptitude Scores and Grade Point Ratios Earned by
Students at the University of Hawaii,” Journal of Educational
Psychology
,
Volume XXXIII, May, 1942, pp. 356-364.
2
S. M. N. Marrs, A Course in English for Non-English Speakin
Pupils
,
Grades I-III, Bulletin of the State Department of Ed-
ucation, No. 268, Austin, Texas, March, 1932, Volume XIII,
No. 3, pp. 134.
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*with its meaning and when no natural situation occurs to do so,
the teacher must create one. He summarizes with three guiding
principles: (1) as the child does not learn the mother tongue
from a book, so with English, the door is the ear and the geniu
is common usage, (2) correct pronunciation is achieved by-
practice in conversation about daily experiences, (5) be guided
by the natural law, do not attempt to drill with unrelated
groups of words and sentences.
These four valuable helps are given:
1. Cause and effect (rain-wet)
2. Means to an end (pen-write)
3. Coexistence (rain-umbrella)
4. Contrast (white-black)
3
1
The work of Ogden in the field of Basic English, while
primarily designed to create an international auxiliary
language, contains^raany useful suggestions. However, the
exact exercises he used are too artificial to use with child-
ren who hear English idioms 'all around them.
The fact that the 350 words of this system were selected
from the needs of every day life rather than word counts made
from the conversation of English speaking adults, makes it a
valuable reference for the purpose of this study. It seemed
worthwhile, therefore to include Ogden’s basic word list and
1
Charles K. Ogden, The System of Basic English
,
Harcourt
Brace and Company, New York, 1934, p. 320,
.•
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his basic word wheel for giving the words their correct positio
in a sentence. These may be found in the Appendix on paee 210,
1
Richards continued the work begun by Ogden and gives the
following design for remembering and forgetting: (1) Cut what
has to be remembered to a minimum. (2) Arrange for most frequen
repetition. (3) Give highest degree of intelligible inter-
connection. (4) Use visual material on largest scale. While
these suggestions are common to most methods, the first seems
important to keep in mind. These children will be carrying an
extra burden at best and could be easily discouraged if too
much is expected of them.
2
In the word study made by Thorndike the data were based
on reading material used by children. The first 1,000 words
on the word list are used by some writers as a standard
vocabulary for teaching English to foreigners. The writer has
starred the vocabulary words used in these exercises which are
also found in Thorndike's list. This list may be found in the
Appendix on page
n
3
Tireman in his experimental work in New Mexico with
Spanish and Mexican children used a course of study for
1
Ivor A. Richards, Basic English and Its Uses
,
New York
W. W. Norton and Company, Inc., 1943, p. 143.
2
Edward L. Thorndike, Teacher's Word Book , New York,
Teachers College, Columbia University, 1S31, p. 182.
Lloyd S. Tireman, N. Dixon, and V. Cornelius, "Vocabulary
Acquisition of Spanish Speaking Children," Elementary English
Review, 1934-1935, p. 118.

pre-first work with 650 words selected from the Thorndike,
Gates and I. K. U. lists, common words from the reader -used,
and a few local words. With special vocabulary help these
children had achieved a median comprehension of 633 words and
a median usage of 567 words by the following May. This in-
dicates again, that even with special help visual comprehension
is much greater than oral language ability among bilinguals.
1
Powers in working with children of oriental parentage
in Seattle, Washington recommends segregating these children
and placing them in the same grade as the average for their
age. A special problem with these children is pronunciation
and inflection for which much work in phonics and speech train-
ing is perscribed. The latter provide valuable exercises,
jingles, songs, proverbs and practical questions to ask and
answer
.
Coale describes methods used by teachers in Hawaii. He
obtained his information by personal observation and interviews
and has coordinated the material into a pattern which may prove
useful to other teachers of English. Ail teachers used many
_
Francis S. Powers, and Marjorie M. Hetzler, Successful
Methods of Teaching English to Bilingual Children in Seattle
Public Schools
,
Washington, Department of Interior, Office of
Education, U.S. Government Printing Office, 1937, Pamphlet
No. 76, p. 17.
2Willis B. Coale, and Madorah E, Smith, Successful Practices
in the Teaching of English to Bilingual Children in Hawaii ,
Washington, U.S. Government Printing Office, 1938, Bulletin
No. 14, p. 163.
-.
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flash cards and games in teaching English. He found the most
common errors in oral English to be as follows
1. Omission of some essential part of the sentence
2. Declarative form for interrogative
3. Wrong use of verb form
4. Wrong use of articles
5. Wrong use of preposition
6. Wrong number and case of nouns
Some suggestions for remedial teaching were given as follows:
1. News reporting
2. Singing
3. Oral language games
4. Riddles and stories
5. Answering questions in full sentences
6. Using new words and their synonyms in sentences
7. Much oral reading
8. Drill on difficult sounds
9. Activity program for oral expression
10.
Securing cooperation from home
Emphasis was placed upon the teacher’s part as a model for corre
usage and pronunciation. The conclusion was drawn from this
ct
study as from others that it is easier to teach written than
oral English.
pBarrows worked with bilinguals and suggests selecting
words of the most practical value to the child. These words
should be taught in association with their meaning, heard re-
peatedly, and presented in connection with an interesting ex-
perience. The children must be given a reason to use them.
1
Willis B. Coale, and Madorah E. Smith, Successful Practices
in the Teaching of English to Bilingual Children in Hawaii
,
Washington, U.S. Government Printing Office, 1938, Bulletin
No. 14, p. 126.
^Sarah T. Barrows, ’’ Teaching Engl i sh to Foreign Children ”,
The Classroom Teacher
,
Volume VI, pp . 438-439.
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Hamilton finds it essential to have a speaking vocabulary
of 500 words before beginning reading. This should be followed
by many first hand experiences, special emphasis on pronunciatid
and enunciation and much supplementary material to the basal
book. He recommends letting phonics wait, a suggestion with
which the writer heartily disagrees, having found from ex-
perience that a system of integrated phonics assisted greatly
in accurate listening and pronunciation of words. However
pHamilton stresses one phase of the bilingual problem which is
too often neglected in some strictly functional methods. That
is the fact that very often these children are underprivileged
and need special psychological treatment. He makes the follow-
ing practical suggestions:
n
1. Make school pleasant.
2. Make friends with the child.
3. Help him to adjust with the other children and enlist
their aid in the process.
4. Talk about the culture and contributions of his native
country
.
5. Give special recognition to good work.
6. Provide work with a possibility of success.
7. Build a background through concrete experiences, models,
drawings and pictures.
8. Do not hurry into formal school work.
9. Teach habits of health and cleanliness.
10. Be friendly with the home.
11. Know the health and welfare people in your community.
12. Evaluate work in terms of improvement as well as
progress
.
1
Dwight Hamilton, "Non-English Speaking Pupils", Grade
Teacher, January, 1945, Volume LXII, p. 38.
pDwight Hamilton, "Teaching English to Non-English Speaking
Pupils", Grade Teacher
,
February, 1945, Volume LXII, p. 24.
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Hamilton^ advises planning work in advance in order to
select words of immediate need and to teach by direct associa-
tion with meaning. The teacher should speak distinctly, repeat
the word many times and expect answers in full sentences. Few
words should be introduced at once and these few used immedi-
ately in songs, stories, games and conversation. An example
p
is given of a food unit, using real objects first, then
pictures, then the word alone.
Connell, while not concerned primarily with bilinguals,
reached a pertinent conclusion with evidence that functional
grammar both oral and written is learned not by rule but by
use. She recommends giving the exact forms of speech which are
correct for a specific situation. The writer has used this
system with some success in introductions, telephone calls, and
forms of courtesy.
The research shows bilingualism affects achievement and
I.Q,. as measured by language tests. Therefore the purpose of
this study is to develop exercises to help bilingual children
in the second grade.
_
Dwight Hamilton, ’’More Helps”, Grade Teacher
,
April, 1945,
Volume LXII
,
p . 24
.
2
Dwight Hamilton, ’’Teaching Reading and English”, Grade
Teacher
,
May, 1945, Volume XXXII, p. 35.
°Irma F. Connell, ’’Class Exercises in Functional Grammar”,
Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University School of Edu-
cation, 1945, p. 85.

CHAPTER II
PLAN OP THE STUDY
Purpose
The purpose of this study is to provide language exercises
to improve the spoken English of bilingual children in the
second grade.
election of Materials
The exercises accompany the reading vocabulary of the
Curriculum Foundation Readers'*' for grade two. They are divided
into the same units as the readers. As the children are requir^.
to master this vocabulary for the reading requirement of the
grade, it would have no practical use unless the words were
understood and used orally often enough to become part of each
child’s speaking vocabulary.
Construction of Exercises
Before attempting to help bilingual children the areas of
their oral and written language which show deficiencies attri-
butable to their language handicap must be determined.
The studies of Fritz and Rankin^ with bilingual children at a
Junior High level indicate their weaknesses in English
William S. Gray and May H. Arbuthnot, Friends and Neighbors
and More Friends and Neighbors
,
New York, Scott, Foresman and
Company, 1941, pp. 239.
^Ralph A. Fritz and Nellie R. Rankin, ’’The English Handicap
of Junior High School Pupils from Foreign Speaking Homes and
Remedial Suggestions,” Journal of Educational Research
,
May, 193^
Volume XXVII, pp . 412-421.
•1
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achievement and provide the basis for these exercises. The
most common errors in order of their frequency were as follows:
1. Choice of synonym
2. Redundant expressions
3. Wrong form of personal pronoun
4. Confusion of personal pronoun and demonstrative
adjective
5. Lack of agreement between personal pronoun and
antecedent
6. Lack of agreement between verb and subject
7. Incorrect verb forms
8. Wrong prepositions
9. Confusion of preposition and conjunction
10. Confusion of adjective with adverb
11. Illogical agreement of parts in defining terms
This list was used as a reference in teaching new words and in
correcting errors as they occurred. Some examples are given:
1. ’When teaching the word small the children were asked
what other words they knew that meant the same as small . The
words little and tiny were listed with small on the board. This
was done with all the vocabulary words that would have synonyms
known to the children. They were checked orally by being asked
to find the flash card with a word that meant the same as the
one given by the teacher. They were checked individually with
seat work like the following:
Put a line under the word that means the same
.
Small means lit tie .. .big .. .happy
.

19
Put a cross on the word that does not belong.
jolly pleasant
happy sad
2. When the word bo th was taught, the children were told
that it can never be used with the . When someone in conversation
used an expression like, ”My brother and I we went to the
show,” the class was asked if anyone could tell what sounded
wrong. Practice was given to each one immediately in oral
sentences using similar construction correctly. For example:
"My sister and I went down town.” "My mother and I went home."
A written check was given as follows:
Cross out the word you do not need.
John and Jim they went to the park.
3. The use of the wrong personal pronoun is a common error
with these children. When a child used a sentence like; "The
car blew his horn" or "John lost his hat," the class was asked
to notice something wrong. The following exercise was then
put on the board.
I wash my hands . We wash our hands
.
Mary washes her hands. You wash your hands.
John washes his hands. They wash their hands.
The cat washes its paws
.
The children were led to discover that her is used when talking
about a girl, his
,
is used when talking about a boy, and its
is used when talking about an animal or a thing. The following
check was given:
Put in the missing word,
his , . .her ... its
.
The hoy lost hat.
Judy gave me book.
The train rang bell
.
4, A frequent error with bilinguals is the use of mine
s
for mine . An exercise for both demonstrative pronoun and per-
sonal pronoun was used as follows: The children were told that
when they have something in their hand they may say this
,
but
if they are not holding it or touching it they must say that .
Each one was given practice in saying; This is mine. That is
John’s, This is a book. That is a book.
5. To correct failures to make the verb agree with the
sub ject, the following procedure was used. The following
sentences were put on the board.
I have a dog.
You have a dog
.
He has a dog.
Mary has a dog.
The boy has a dog.
We have a dog.
They have a dog.
Bob and Mary have a dog.
The children were led to discover for themselves that has is
used when speaking of one person, and have when speaking of
more than one. When errors were made with forms of to be
,
the same method of giving the full declension was used for
oral practice.
6.
When incorrect verb
corrected by language games,
game
.
forms occurred, they were usually
For example: the Haven’ t Any
•
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Each child writes on a slip of paper something he
can buy at the store. The slips are exchanged and one
child goes behind a table to be the storekeeper. A
child is chosen to go up and ask the following:
Customer: May I have some butter?
Storekeeper: I'm sorry, I haven't any butter.
Customer: May I have some sugar?
Storekeeper: I’m sorry, I haven't any sugar.
Customer: May I have some eggs?
Storekeeper: Yes, you may have some eggs.
The customer is then storekeeper until someone asks for
the article that is written on his paper.
Other language games for correct usage were used as errors
occurred. All the corresponding pages in the book Let's Talk
were used to give the correct form. Each child had this book
available
.
The following verb families were written on the board
until they became familiar
.
play played played
take took taken
throw threw thrown
think thought thought
cry cried cried
1
Paul McKee and M. Lucile Harrison, Let '
s
Talk
,
Boston,
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1947, pp. 153.
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wear wore
22
worn
sing sang sung
A large per cent of verbs may be grouped in these families and
when an error was made, the child was referred to the corres-
ponding family for self-correction
.
Frequent drills and language games were used for verbs
that need a helper. The most common helpers taught were: do,
does, shall, will, may, can, and did, with the present form
of the verb; and have, has, had, is, was, are, were, and am,
with the past participle. Individual checks were given as
follows
:
Put a line under the right word.
I have (did-done) my work.
Have you (seen-saw) my dog?
Bob has (gone-went) to the store.
When a verb was introduced as a new reading word, it was used
in its past and present forms in oral sentences.
7. Many games and oral directions were used to correct
wrong prepositions. For example, the game Go In and Out the
Window
,
uses the prepositions in and out, u£ and down
,
and
around . Oral directions were given to imitate the teacher or
leader as he said the following:
I put my hand on my head.
I put my hand over my head.
I put my hand behind me.
I put my hand in front of me.

The class repeats the words and suits the actions to the words
.
8. In common with English-speaking children, "bilinguals
confuse prepositions and conjunctions. They use expressions
like: I got it off him. When such an error was made, it was
corrected at once and practice was given immediately in oral
sentences using the right construction. The teacher can do a
great deal by praising the children who use new words correctly
and having the whole class watch for errors. In this way the
children themselves can do much of the correcting and teaching,
9. In the same way, when adverbs and adjectives were
confused, the children were told the correct form. When an
expression was heard like: It is terrible cold today; or,
we had a real nice time, the class was told that we do not
say it that way. They were given practice in oral sentences
substituting very in most cases.
10.
When a child gave a sentence with complete confusion
of parts, he was told the right way to say the sentence and
required to repeat it several times. For example: The
sentence was given, "Is milk to Richard?" The child'was asked
to repeat, "Does Richarg. have milk today?"
With this list of common errors used as a constant
reference, these exercises were developed unit by unit with
the reading vocabulary. Each word was enriched in meaning
as it was taught in the reading lesson. Words which occurred
in the list of common errors were given further drill in the

language period. The daily news period provided further
practice in giving correct verb forms for past, present, and
future. The recreation time was used for singing games and
language games with the double purpose of fun and better langu-
age habits. Each activity during the day was planned to develop
some language outcome.
In general, the following language devices were employed.
1. Much directed conversation
2. Many language games
3. As nearly as possible, correcting every oral
mistake when made
4. Asking and answering various kinds of questions
based on the reading material and questions
which begin with or contain a phrase which
needs attention
5. Flash cards with words, phrases and sentences
Aims of the Exercises
These exercises attempted to accomplish the following:
1. Enrich the required reading vocabulary of the
grade
,
2. Give remedial exercises for the most common
language errors of bilinguals, as indicated by
the research.
3. Give practice in the exact English idioms most
commonly used for introductions, telephone calls,
invitations and other forms of courtesy.
..
.
CHAPTER III
THE EXERCISES
Unit 1
'erbs and Exercises Using Them
tie tall got write would heard
call pay pull drops stay didn’t
Show the flash card for each word as it is introduced.
As each form of the verb is taught, use all forms in
oral sentences .
1 . tie
Teacher: Who can tie his shoe?
Child: I can tie my shoe.
Have a child tie his shoe before the group.
Synonym
Teacher: What color is George’ s tie?
Child: George has a blue tie.
2 . drops
Teacher: Someone here drops paper on the floor.
Mary will you pick it up?
Use the forms drop and dropped. Have the children drop
a piece of paper or small object to get the meaning of
something fa lling.
Synonym
Teacher: How does the rain come down in our story?
Child: It comes down in drops.
Teacher: How many have used nose-drops for a cold?

3. heard
Teacher gives directions to the class to sit
absolutely still and listen. She then asks the question
"What did you hear?" Children answer with, "I heard
4. call
Teacher: Manuel, will you call Mary to come up to
this group?
Child: Yes, I will call Mary.
Teacher: Do you know how to make a telephone call?
Child: Yes, I call my friend on the telephone.
Teacher: What do you call your dog?
Child: I call him .
5. tell
Teacher: Who can tell me a story?
Child: I can tell a story.
Have several children tell a short story.
6 . use
Teacher: Who knows how to use the pencil sharpener
Child: I can use it.
7
.
pull
Teacher: Who can pretend to pull a wagon?
What can you do, George?
Child: I can pull the wagon.
Be sure children have a visual concept of drawing
something after them, as opposed to push .

3. pay
Teacher: Why must you have money to buy candy?
Child: You have to pay for it.
Talk about other things you have to pay for.
Synonym
Teacher: Why does your father work?
Child: He gets pay for working.
Talk about pay-day, pay-envelope.
9 . got
Work on pronunciation first to discourage gut and
ots . Have each child say got after you.
Teach get at this time also, as get and got confusion
in tense are common.
Try to get exercises with the meaning receive or
arrive rather than to possess. It is well to work
on I_ have at this time to avoid overworking the use
of got .
Teacher: What did you get in spelling yesterday?
Child: I got one wrong.
Teacher: ’What did you get for your birthday?
Child: I got a new sweater.
Teacher: What time did you get to school?
Child: I got to school at nine o’clock.
10. didn’
t
Teacher: This little mark (
’ )
,
means that something
is missing.
1• .
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Write did not beside didn’ t on the board. Compare
the two until someone discovers that the o. is missing
in the word didn’t .
Teacher? This is a shorter or quicker way to say
did not. I will use a sentence and say
did not. You answer me and say it quicker
by saying didn’t. I did not see you fall.
Child: I didn’t see you fall.
Give several turns for practice. Be sure each mean-
ing given is negative.
11 . stay
Teach stays, staying and stayed to discourage the
use of stood for stayed .
Teacher: Mary, go to the door. John stay in your
seat. What will you do John?
Child: I will stay in my seat.
Teacher: If you want to finish your work, you may
stay after school. What may you do?
Class: We may stay after school.
12 . would
Give enough practice to distinguish from wood .
Teacher: Who would like to help me?
Child: I would like to help you.
12. write
Teacher: What am I going to do with this chalk?
..
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Child: You are going to write on the hoard.
Have several children write at t neir seats and
on the hoard.
Teacher: What can you do with your pencil?
Child: I can write with my pencil.
Review for action verbs
tie
use
tell
call
got
pay
drops
write
heard
pull
Have flash cards with each word at the front
of the room. Choose a child to act out a word.
Choose another to go up and find the corresponding
card and say the word.
Nouns and Exercises Using Them
neighbors
telephone
game
candy
Buzz
line
buildings
balloons
Ann
sister
bell
city
park
handkerchief
Saturdav
letter
today
Joe
Uncle
eyes
money
clothes
train
John
ten
hand
It is well to accompany the flash cards with actual objects
as far as possible. It is not difficult to have on hand
for this unit the following:
a letter
bell
candy
toy telephone toy houses or barns
toy train balloons
money
Joe, Ann, John
Teacher: What is your name?
Child: My name is
. »
,
.
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Buzz
Teacher: The names of the children in this story
are Joe, Ann and John.
Have children repeat with flash cards.
Teacher: How many have a dog or cat? What do you
call your pet?
Child: I call my dog .
Teacher: The dog in our story is named Buzz.
3
.
game
,
handkerchief
Teacher: Who knows a game we could play?
(Play some game suggested)
The children in our story play a game
called. Drop the Handkerchief. Who can
show me a handkerchief? When we learn
how to play this game, you may play it too.
4. letter
Teacher: (Holding up letter) Vifho knows what this i$?
Child: That is a letter.
Discuss any letters the children have received. Tel
how we can send away for things or talk to people
far away.
Teacher: The alphabet is made up of letters. Tflfho
can tell me what a and b and _c are called?
Child: A and b and c are called letters.
..
,
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5 . train
Teacher: How many have had a ride on a train like
this?
George, where did you ride on the train?
Child: I rode to on the train.
Teacher: Sometimes children can make a train. We
will make a train.
Have children make a line with hands on each others
shoulders to get concept of things in a row hitched
together.
6. candv
. ,M
Give each child a small piece of candy.
Teacher: What are you eating?
Child: I am eating candy.
Teacher: How does candy taste?
Child: The candy tastes sweet.
7.
bell
Teacher: Who would like to ring the bell?
What are you doing John?
Child: I am ringing the bell.
Teacher: How many have a door bell? What do you do
when you want to come in?
Child: I ring the bell
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8. neighbors
Teacher: Who lives next door to you?
Child: Mary lives next door to me.
Teacher: People who live near us are our neighbors.
George and Helen are neighbors. What are
you Helen?
Child: We are neighbors.
9 . telephone
This is the time to practice telephone conversations.
This may be done with toy phones. Give children the
exact phrases to use in each situation. Some may be
read from flash cards until memorized.^"
Answering Calls
Say ’’Hello" . If you are at school say, ’’This is the
School.” If the person wants you say, "This
is Helen." If he wants someone else say, "Hold the
line, please." If the person is out say, "Mother is
out. May I take a message?"
Making Calls
Give the number. Say, "Is this John?" After you
have talked, you say goodbye first.
-‘-Delia E. Kibble, Lou L. LaBrant, and Robert C. Pooley, Hand
ook of English for Boys and Girls
,
New York, Scott ,Poresman ap'd
^Company, 1&3&, pp. 12-13.
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10. Saturday
Have the class recite all the days of the week. See
if the children can get the word from seeing the
flash card. Talk about things you do on Saturday.
11 . today
Teacher: What day is today?
Child: Today is .
Concept of today as the present should already be
established from daily news.
12. balloons
Show the children a real balloon.
Teacher: What is this?
Child: That is a balloon.
Teacher: What can you do with a balloon?
Child: You blow the balloon up.
Teacher: What is a balloon for?
Child: A balloon is a toy.
Use both singular and plural forms. Have children
notice that s_ is used to show more than one.
13 . buildings
Show toy houses or barns.
Teacher: What do we call these?
Child: That is a house and a barn.
Teacher: We call these buildings. What other build-
ings can you name?
Child: A school is a building.
• c .
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Use singular and plural forms and call attention to
final s_ for plural.
Synonym
Teacher: What is the man doing in this picture?
Child: He is building a house.
Talk about things children can build,
lip • ten
Show the number 10.
Teacher: What is this number?
Child: That is number ten.
Teacher: This is the way to write ten.
15 . line
Teacher: How do we come into school?
Child: We come in line.
Teacher: This group may make a line now. What did
you do?
Children: We made a line 0
Teacher: What other kinds of lines do you know?
Child: My mother has a clothes line.
Child: We draw a line on our paper.
Practice using word until the concept of something
extending in a row is understood.
16. clothes
Teacher: What do people wear?
Child: People wear clothes.
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Teacher: Name some clothes.
Child: Dresses and shoes are clothes.
17 . city
Teacher: What city do you live in?
Child: I live in .
Teacher: What other cities do you know?
Child: is a city.
Teacher: What does a city look like?
Child: A city has many houses.
Teacher: John lives on a farm where there are no
other houses around. Does John live in the
city?
Child: No, John lives in the country.
18 . money
Show some money.
Teacher: ’What is this?
Child: That is a nickle and a dime.
Teacher: What do we call them?
Child: We call them money.
Teacher: What do we use money for?
Child: We use money to buy things,
19 • hand
Teacher: What is this?
Child: That is your hand.
Teacher: What do you do when you want to say some-
th! ng?
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Child: You raise your hand.
Synonym
Teacher: Will you hand me your book George? What
did you do?
Child: I gave you my book.
Explain that when you give something with your hands,
you hand it to someone. Give practice with children
asking each other for some object.
20. park
Teacher: How many boys play ball? Where do you play?
Child: We play in the park.
Teacher: What does a park look like?
Child: A park has grass and sometimes trees.
Synonym
Teacher: When you drive down town, what do you do
with your car?
Child: You park your car.
Talk about parking a bike or a car until the meaning
of stop and rest in a place is clear.
21 . eyes
Teacher: What am I doing?
Child: You are closing your eyes.
Teacher: What can we do with our eyes?
Child: We can see with our eyes.
22. sister
Teacher: Who has a girl in his family? ’What do you
; : • •
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call her?
Child: She is my sister.
Exercises for Adjectives and the Conjunction Than
pleasant full jolly
more both than
1. pleasant
Teacher: The children in our story live on Pleasant
Street. What kind of street do you think
that is?
Child: That is a nice street.
Child: That is a pretty street.
Teacher: Yes, anything pleasant is nice. Who can
think of something else that would be
pleasant?
Child: This is a pleasant day.
2. more
Teacher: Some children have more fun than their
friends have. This means that they have
some other fun that their friends do not
have. Can you think of something that you
have more of than other children?
Child: I have more toys than
Child: I have more money than
Teacher: John has 5 marbles, and George has 10 .
George has more marbles because he has a
bigger number. A bigger number of something
•.
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is more. Who can tell me a number that is
more than 20?
Child: Thirty is more than 20.
Teacher: What word did you use after more?
Child: I said than .
full
Teacher: Why can’t I put any more water in this glas^
Child: The glass is full.
Teacher: When there is no more room in something we
say it is full. Who can make a sentence
with full?
Child: John had a pocket full of pennies.
both
Teacher: Mary and Helen, will you erase the board?
Who erased the board?
Child: They both erased the board.
Teacher: When two people do something we can say they
both did it. Which boy pushed in our story?
Child: Both boys pushed.
Give practice in oral sentences to establish the
meaning of the two. Try to discourage the use of the
both .
.i°n y
Teacher: Uncle Peter is jolly. How does his face
look?
Child: His face looks happy.
1•
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Teacher: Who looks jolly in our room?
Child: looks jolly.
Teacher: Why does look jolly?
Child: Because he looks happy.
Exercises for Adverbs and Prepositions
by around across
1 . by and across
Teacher: In one picture Jack is across the street.
from Dick. Where is Dick?
Child: Dick is on the other side of the street.
Teacher: Whom do you see across the room?
Child: I see Mary across the room.
Teacher: In the other picture Jack is sitting by
Dick. Where is Dick now?
Child: Dick is near Jack.
Teacher: Mary, who is sitting by you?
Child: George is sitting by me.
Teacher: John, will you walk by my desk? What did
you do?
Child: I walked by your desk.
Give practice in sentences using the meanings near
and past for by.
2. around
Teacher: Let’s hold hands and make a circle around
George. What are we doing, George?
Child: You are making a circle around me
.<c'j «50
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Teacher: Who can walk around the room?
Child: I can walk around the room.
Give several children practice in order to insure
the meaning of encircling for around.

eatwork Checks for Word Meaning
1 .
2 .
5 .
4 .
5 .
6 .
7 .
1 .
2 .
3 .
4 .
5 .
6 .
7 .
8 .
Unit I
game Ann Joe Saturday
train candy bell buildings
Find something you can play.
Find something you can ride on.
Find a girl's name.
Find something good to eat.
Find a boy's name.
Find something that can say ting-a-ling.
Find the name of a day
.
Find the Mi s sing Word
ten telephone around
tell money park
• eyes line
I like to call my friends on the
Judy will you a story.
The number that comes next to nine is
We need to buy things
,
My puppy runs all the house.
My mother puts clothes on the
We like to play in the .
My baby has blue
.
i.
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Find the Word that Means the Same
today
I'll*'
call
eye3
ten
clothes
pay
didn’
t
jolly
neighbor
1. Find the word that means this day .
2. Find a word that means people who live near you .
3. Find a word that means shout .
4. Find a word that means I will .
5. Find a word that means a numb e
r
.
6. Find something to. wear .
7. Find a word that means give someone money .
8. Find a word that means did not .
9. Find a word that means happy ,
Put the Right Number in Front of Each Word
1 . People 2. Places 3. Doing Words
Ann pull
tie buildings
Pleasant Street call
park Joe
John write
t1. i
.
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Use Your Books to Find the Word
1. Where do boys play ball?
2. Where can you see many big buildings?
3. What runs on tracks?
4. What comes down when it rains?
5. What can you do with a pencil?
'
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Unit II
Verbs and Exercises Using; Them
flew
couldn * t
crow
shout
forget
stand
show
gone
visit
gave won’t
catch sniff
roll fool
Show the flash card for each word as it is introduced. When
one form of the verb is taught use all tenses in oral sen-
tences .
1. flew
Teacher: Where did the naughty crow fly?
Child: He flew up in the tree.
Teach fly
,
flew
,
flown
,
using phrases to indicate
past, present and future. Tell the class flown
is one of the words that needs a helper.
2 . couldn’
t
Teacher: Do you remember what I told you about
didn’t? Who can see something in this
word that looks the same?
Child: It has a little mark to show something is
missing.
Teacher: Yes, this is a short way to say could not.
If you could not do something, it means
you were not able or someone would not let
you do it. I will say something the long
way and you say the same thing the short
way. The baby could not walk.
Child: The baby couldn’t walk.
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3 . crow
Teacher: When a rooster says cock-a-doodle-doo,
he is crowing. What can a rooster do?
Child: He can crow.
4. show
Teacher: Mary, will you show me your paper?
Child: Yes, I will show it to you.
Teacher: When we let someone see what we have we
have, we show it to them.
Teach show and showed
,
using each form in oral
sentences
.
5
.
gone
I
Synonym
Teacher: What did we have in the gym yesterday?
Child: We had a show.
Teacher: What happened?
Child: We had movies and the children had a program.
Teacher: Yes, when someone does something for us
to watch, we call it a show.
Teacher: Where were the strings when John looked
for them?
Child: The strings were gone.
Teacher: Yes, gone means they were not there any
more .
Teach go, goes, went, gone, by putting the following
exercise on the board.

1. Every day I go to school.
2. Every day John goes to school.
3. Yesterday I went to school.
4. Everyone had gone to school.
Teach that gone must have a helper. Play the game
Where Has He Gone in McKee . ^
6 . visit
Teacher: Why did John come to the city?
Child: He came to visit his Grandmother.
Teacher: Yes, when you stay with someone a short
time you visit them. How many here go
to visit someone?
Child: I visit my cousin.
Teach visit and visited
,
using both forms in oral
sentences
.
Synonym
Teacher: We have talked about visit as a doing word
but sometimes we use it another way. You
can say, I made a visit to school, or my
Aunt came for a visit. That means stay a
little while too. Who can tell me about
a visit he made?
Child: I made a visit to the library.
1
Paul McKee, op. citj.p.89.
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7. gave
Teacher : John, here is a pencil. What did I do
John?
Child: You gave me a pencil.
Teacher: Did you give me anything for the pencil?
Child: No, you gave it to me for nothing.
Explain the concept of give as exchange with no
return expected. Use the forms give, gave, given,
in oral sentences. Teach given as a word that needs
a helper. A language game may be played to avoid
the common error gived.
First Child: I give you my pencil.
Second Child: John gave his pencil to me.
Third Child: John has given his pencil to George.
Another child may select a different object and go
through the same exercise with three other children.
8. catch
Teacher: What can you do when I throw the ball to
you, Bob?
Child: I can catch the ball.
Teacher: What else can you catch?
Child: I can catch fish.
Teacher: What can a cat catch?
Child: A cat can catch a mouse.
Teach cat ch and caught . Have a child run and see
if he can catch another.
.5
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> 9 .
Teacher: What did John do?
Child: John caught George.
shout
Teacher: John, will you call Bob in a loud voice?
Who knows what John did?
Child: John shouted to Bob.
Teacher: Yes, when we call in a loud voice we shout.
Teach shout
,
shouts
,
shouted
,
using each in oral
sentences
.
10. forget
Teacher: When you can not think of something we say
you forget it. Some children forget to
raise their hands. That means they do not
think first. John, vhat do you forget to
do sometimes?
Child: I forget to keep my place.
Give each one practice in telling something he
forgets sometimes.
11 . stand
Teacher: Who can stand up tall?
Child: I can stand up tall.
Teach stand and stood ,
Teacher: What did John do?
Child: John stood up tall.
By having several children stand as they use the
past and present, impress the action concept to
’.
'
0
.
discourage stood for s tayed .
12. roll
Teacher: What is Baby Elephant trying to do in the
picture?
Child: He is trying to roll over.
Teacher: What do you mean by roll?
Child: He is trying to turn ovir.
Teacher: What else can you roll?
Child: I can roll my ball.
Synonym
Teacher: I had a roll with my supper. Who knows
what I had?
Child: You had some bread.
Teacher: Yes, a piece of bread that is rolled up
and baked that way is called a roll
.
13 . won 1 t
Teacher: What do you notice about this word?
Child: It has a mark that shows something is
missing
,
Teacher: Yes, this is the short way to say will
not . I will tell you something the long
way and you say the same sentence with
won't. See and Bee will not fool anyone.
Child: See and Bee won’t fool anyone.
..
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Give several children practice in this way. Be
sure each meaning is negative.
14. sniff
Teacher: What does a dog do to someone he doesn’t
know to see if he wants to be friendly?
Child: He smells them.
Teacher: Yes. Sometimes we say he sniffs them.
Who can sniff?
Have several children pretend to smell something.
Teacher: What did you do?
Child: We sniffed.
Teacher: What did the dog do in the story?
Child: He began to sniff Wee.
15 . fool
Teacher: Who knows what we call it when we play
a trick on someone?
Child: We fool someone.
Teacher: Did you fool anyone on Halloween?
Have several children tell experiences they had
in playing a joke or trick on someone.
»
The following check on action verbs was given. A child was
chosen to go up front and act out a word. Another child was
asked to guess the word and select the right flash card for it.
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ft
flew stand catch
crow show roll
shout gave sniff
The following seatword checks were given.
1. Write could not the short way.
2. Write will not the short way.
Words that need a helper
1. John has (gone, went) home.
2. I (gone, went) to the store for mother.
Use the right word
1. I (stood, stayed) up tall.
2. I (stood, stayed) at my Aunt’s all night.
[puns and Exercises Using Them
tricks hole circus mouse
grass side coat kinds
calf sign water part
fense honk goat noise
Elephant strings hat fish
Most of these nouns can be pictured. The hat, coat,
strings and water may be shown as objects. They should
be indicated with the flash card as a word is introduced.
1 . tri cks
Teacher: Who has a dog who can do tricks?
Child: My dog can do tricks.
Talk about different tricks pets can do.
Teacher: Who else can do tricks?
Child: I can do tricks. I can stand on my head.
JI ' • . »- •
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Child: A clown can do tricks.
Teacher: Yes, tricks are something funny or
different that someone can do . Tell two
tricks Black Tim did.
Child: He splashed the milk and pulled the cat’s
tail
.
2
.
grass
Teacher: What do cows and horses like to eat?
Child: They like to eat grass.
Teacher: What does grass look like?
Child: Grass is green and grows in the ground.
3 . Elephant
Teacher: Who knows the name of this animal?
Child: That is an elephant.
Teacher: How can you tell it is an elephant?
Child: An elephant is big and has a trunk.
4. calf
Teacher: Here is a baby animal. Do you know his
name ?
Child: That is a calf.
Teacher; Do you know what a calf is?
Child: A calf is a baby cow.
5 . fence
Teacher: What is around the school yard?

Child: There is a fence around the school yard.
Talk about what fences look like, what they are
made of, and who has one around his yard.
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6. hole
Teacher: What did I make in this paper?
Child: You made a hole.
Talk about a hole you can dig, a hole in a sock, etc
,
until everyone has the idea of an empty space,
7. side
Teacher: Mary, walk to that side of the room. John
stay on this side on the room. Where is
Mary?
Child: Mary is at the side of the room.
Teacher: Where is John?
Child: John is at the other side of the room.
Teacher: Bill Calf ate grass by the side of the
road. Where did he go?
Child: He walked on the edge of the road.
Have children put their hand3 at their sides and
talk about what they are doing until all have the
idea of side as the outer edges of something in
the middle.
8 . sign
Teacher: What does this sign say?
Child: The sign says, r, Stop, Look and Listen."
:
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Teacher: Who can tell me some other signs you see
on the way to school?
Child: I see a sign that says "Stop."
Child: I see a sign that says "No Parking."
Talk about different signs inside and out. Some
safety signs may be made in the Art lesson.
9 . strings
Teacher: What do you have in your shoes that tie,
John?
Child: I have shoe strings.
Teacher: What else do we use string for?
Child: We use string to tie bundles.
10 . honk
Teacher: What is the noise you make with your car
horn?
Child: The horn says "Honk."
Teacher: Yes. A bird can make that noise too. A
goose can honk. What does a goose say?
Child: A goose says "Honk, honk."
Synonym
Teacher: Honk can be a doing word too. When we
blow the horn we say we honk the horn.
What can we do to a horn?
Child: We can honk the horn

11 . coat
Teacher: Mary, put on your coat. What did Mary do?
Child: She put on her coat.
Teacher: An animal has a coat too. Who knows what
an animal’s coat is?
Child: An animal’s coat is his fur.
Teacher: Did you know a house can have a coat?
Who knows what a house has for a coat?
Child: A house has a coat of paint.
12 . circus
Teacher: Who has been to the circus? What did you
see?
Child: I saw clowns and animals.
Teacher: Yes, a circus is a show with animals and
funny clowns. What is this a picture of?
Child: This is a picture of a circus.
13 . water
Teacher: What do yon drink at the fountain, John?
Child: I drink water.
Teacher: What is rain?
Child: Rain is water.
Teacher: Where else do you see water*?
Child: I see water at the beach

ynonym
Teacher: Water can be a doing word too. When you
put water on something you can say you
water it. What can I do to my garden?
Child: You can water your garden.
14 . hat
Teacher: Mary, put on your hat. What has Mary put
on her head?
Child: She has put her hat on.
15
.
goat
Teacher: Who knows this animal?
Child: That is a goat.
Teacher: What does a goat do?
Child: A goat bumps you with his horns.
16 . mouse
Teacher: What is this little animal that a cat
likes to catch?
Child: That is a mouse.
Teacher: What does a mouse like to eat?
Child: A mouse likes to eat cheese.
17
.
part
Teacher: Bob, will you give me part of your apple
How much did Bob give me?
Child: He gave you some of it.
Teacher: Did Bob give me all of it?
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Child: No, he gave you a piece of it.
Teacher: Part means some of a thing, or a
piece of it, but not all of it. How
much of your work is done, John?
Child: I have done part of it.
13. fish
Teacher: What animals live in the water?
Child: Fish live in the water.
Talk about different kinds of fish the children
have to eat.
»
Synonym
Teacher: Fish can be a doing word. If you
like to catch fish, you can say you
like to fish. What do you like to
do George?
Child: I like to fish.
19 . noise
Teacher: Listen, what do you hear?
Child: I hear a funny noise.
Teacher: Anything you can hear is a noise.
7/ho is making noise with his feet?
Child: John is making noise with his feet.
20. Kinds
Teacher: What kinds of tricks did the clowns
do?
Child: They did all kinds of funny tricks.
,.
-
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ft
Teacher: All kinds means all sort of tricks.
A dime and a nickel are two kinds of money
What is a dollar?
Child: A dollar is another kind of money.
Adjectives and Exercises Using Them
enough own about
long high same
lot hungry
1 . enough
Teacher: Billy calf had enough grass at home . How
much grass was that?
Child: He had all he wanted.
Teacher: Yes, if you have all you v/ant of something,
you have enough. Tell me something you
have enough of?
Child: I have enough food for dinner.
2 . long
Teacher: What kind of road did Billy Calf walk down?
Child: He walked down a long road.
Teacher: Was it a little road?
Child: No, the road went on and on.
Teacher: I waited a long time. Does that mean I
waited a little while?
Child: No, you waited a long time.
3 . own
Teacher: This book is my own. What do you have of
your own?
,.
,
.
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Child: This book is my own.
Teacher: Yes, when something belongs to you, it is
your own
.
4 . high
Teacher: The strings flew away up high. Where did
they go?
Child: They went up in the tree.
Teacher: Were they near the ground?
Child: No, they were away up high.
Teacher: Yes, high means far away from the ground.
What else do you know that flies away up
high?
Child : An airplane can fly up high.
Teacher: ’What is a high fence?
Child: A high fence is a tall fence.
5 . hungry
Teacher: How do you feel before you eat your dinner 9
Child: I am hungry.
Teacher: When we want something to eat we are
hungry
.
6 . same
Teacher: John and Jim have the same color hair.
What color is their hair?
Child: Their hair is brown.
Teacher: Yes, when two things are alike they are
the same. Find someone who has the same
r,
.
.
.
.
kind of eyes that you have.
Child: Mary has the same color eyes as I have.
Adverbs and Exercises Using; Them
! . off
Teacher: Black Tim flew off the clothes line.
Where did he go?
Child: He flew away.
Teacher: John get off your chair. What did you do
Child: I went away from my chair.
Teacher: Yes, off means away from. Who can make a
sentence and say off?
Child: I stay off the street.
2. lot
Teacher: I have a lot of papers in my hand. How
many papers have I?
Child: You have many papers.
Teacher: Yes, a great many of something is called
a lot. Who can make a sentence with lot?
Child: I have a lot of marbles.
3. before
Teacher: John was finished before Bill. When did
John finish?
Child: John finished first.
Teacher: Yes, sometimes before means first. Who
did you finish before. Bill?
Child: I finished before George.

Teacher: Who would like to stand and read before the
whole room?
Child: I would like to read before the room.
Teacher: Where will you stand?
Child: I will stand at the front of the room.
Teacher: Yes, sometimes before means in front of.
Conjunctions and Exercises Using Then
1 . because
Teacher: Why did Billy Calf run away?
Child: He ran away because he wanted to eat grass.
Teacher: Yes, that was the reason. When we want
to tell the reason why, we say because .
Why didn't Billy stop at the sign?
Child: He didn’t stop because he couldn't read.
2. if
Teacher: What did Bee wonder about her goat?
Child: She wondered if he would know her.
Teacher: Yes, she wondered whether he would know
her. When you are not sure and just wonder
about it you say if . What do you wonder
about your work, Mary?
Child: I wonder if I will get it right.
Exercises for the Pronoun Their
Put the following exercise on the board.
This is my house. This is their house.
This is your house.
This is his house
..
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This is her house.
Lead the children to discover for themselves why we
use each form. Have them notice that only one word
is used in the plural. Teach the concept of owning
or belonging.
Teacher: What do children wear when it rains?
Child: They wear their boots.
Exercises for Preposition About
Teacher: The animals were running all about. ’Where
did they run?
Child: They ran all around.
Teacher: Who can say this another way? John walked
around the yard.
Child: John walked about the yard.
Teacher: Sometimes about means near or nearly.
Who can say this another way? It is
nearly two o’clock.
Child: It is about two o’clock.
Children may play the singing game, ’’Clap, Clap, Bow
to say and do ’’turn yourself about.”
—,
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Seatwork Checks for Word Meaning
Unit II
1 .
2
.
3o
k*
5 .
6
.
7.
8
.
9 .
10 .
grass
fence
sign water
strings coat
mouse
roll
Find something green.
Find something that goes around a yard.
Find something you can read.
Find something you can tie.
Find something you can drink.
Find something you can wear.
Find something a cat likes to catch.
Find something to eat.
Find something that lives in water.
Find something you can hear.
Find the missing word
tricks show honk hungry
catch sign own fool
1. A pet crow can do
.
2* You can see an
___
at the circus.
3. On Saturday children go to the .
4* The
_________
said. Stop, Look and Listen.
5* The cars began to
.
6. Ann wanted to eat dinner because she was
7. Wee wanted a pet of her
.
8. The boys tried to the ball.
fish
noise
elephant
if
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9 . On Halloween we try to
___
people.
10. You can do it you try.
Find the word that means the same
caw wouldn’t part won’t
flew shout catch before
1 .
2 .
3.
4.
5.
6 .
7.
8 .
Find the noise a crow makes
.
Find some thing a bird did *
Find the word that means could not*
Find the word that means a loud noise
Find the wo rd that means some of it
.
Find the word that means get hold of.
Find the word that means will not.
Find the word that means in front of.
Find the opposite and draw a line to it
on stand
short before
come off
back high
low front
behind low
sit won’ t
will gone
r.
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Unit III
Verbs and Exercises Using Them
tried wiggles wait dig
wake smell start cut
seen climb knew blew
bake
six
sting grows hide
o ’ clock
Use the flash card as each word is introduced. Vtfhen one
form of the verb is taught use all tenses in oral sentences.
1 . tried
Teacher: What did the rooster try to do?
Child: He tried to talk.
Teacher: Yes, he wanted to see if he could talk.
Tell me something you have tried to do.
Child: I tried to roller-skate.
2 . wake
Teacher: You sleep at night. What do you do in the
morning?
Child: I wake up.
Use sentences with wake, woke, waked.
3 . seen
Teacher: Who has been to the zoo? What animals have
you. seen there?
Child: I have seen a monkey.
Tell the children seen is one of the words that must
have a helper. Use the language game for saw and
seen in Let’s Talk."
T~
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4.
bake
Teacher: How does mother make cake?
Child: She bakes it in the oven.
Teacher: Yes, b ake is one way to cook. What else
can you bake?
Child: You can bake bread.
5 . wiggles
Teacher: What does a baby rabbit do with his nose?
Child: He wiggles it.
Teacher: Someone here wiggles in his seat. Who is
it?
Child: John wiggles in his seat.
Teacher: Yes, that means he moves all around.
6 . smell
Teacher: How did the bear know there was honey in
the tree?
Child: He could smell it.
Teacher: When we sniff with our noses we can smell
things
.
ynonym
Teacher: Sometimes the things that we sniff with our
noses are called smells. You may smell
something nice or something bad. What kind
of smell do flowers have?
Child: Flowers have a nice smell.
.:
.
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7. climb
Teacher: How can the bear get the honey?
Child: He can climb the tree.
Teacher: Do yon know something you can climb?
Child: I can climb a stone wall.
8 . sting
Teacher: What can the bees do to the bear?
Child: They can sting him.
Teacher: What is a sting?
Child: A sting is something sharp that hurts you
9 . wait
Teacher: What did little pig tell the horse?
Child: He said to wait until six o’clock.
Teacher: Did the horse eat the apples then?
Child: No, he said he would wait.
Teacher: If I wait for you what do I do?
Child: You do not go until I am ready.
Teach waits, wait and waited with oral sentences
denoting present and past.
10
.
start
Teacher: Will you start to read John?
What will John do?
Child: He will begin to read.
Teacher: Begin means the same as start. Who can
use start in a sentence?
Child: I will start my work now

Teach start and started with oral sentences
11 . knew
Teacher: John knew the answer. What did he know?
Child: He knew the answer.
Teacher: When you learn something you know it. When
v/e tell about something gone by, we say you
knew it.
Use know and knew in oral sentences. Tell the child-
ren known always needs a helper. They may say the
following sentences from the board.
1. Now I know it.
2. Yesterday I knew it.
3. I have always known it.
12
.
grows
Teacher: If we plant a seed in the garden what does
it do?
Child : It grows
.
Teacher: What else do you know that grows?
Child: We grow too.
Teacher: What do you do when you grow?
Child: We get bigger.
Teach grow
,
grows
,
grew
,
grown
. Tell the children
that grown always needs a helper. This word is the
same verb family as know . Use the same exercises
13.
dig
— -W
for each.
..
.
>14 .
15 .
16 .
Teacher: What did the pig like to do in his garden?
Child: He liked to dig.
Teacher: What can you dig with?
Child: You can dig with a shovel.
Teach dig and dug . Give many sentences using the
past tense as digged is a common error.
cut
Teacher: What can you do with scissors?
Child: You can cut paper.
Teacher: What else can you cut with?
Child: You can cut with a knife.
Synonym
Teacher: Sometimes the hole that we make with a
knife or scissors is called a cut. John
has one on his hand. What is it?
Child: John has a cut on his hand.
blew
Teacher: What did the wind do through the trees?
Child: The wind blew through the trees.
Teacher: What did a policeman do to stop the cars?
Child: He blew his whistle.
Teach blow
,
blew
,
blown using each in oral sentences
and drilling with the same exercises as grow and
know.
hide
Teacher: John will you go where no one can find you^

What will John do?
Child: He will hide somewhere.
Teacher: Who can put this eraser where no one will
find it? What are you going to do, Mary?
Child: I am going to hide the eraser.
Teach hide
,
hid
,
hidden
,
using each form in oral
sentences
.
Play the game Hide the Eraser .
Seatwork Check for Verbs that Need a Helper
1. I have (s$w, seen) your dog.
2. I (saw, seen) him in the yard.
3. I have (grew, grown) many flowers in my garden.
4. Do your flowers (grew, grown) well?
5. I (know, known) Billy very well.
6. I have (known, know) him a long time.
7. The wind will (blow, blown) the leaves off the trees.
3. The wind has (blow, blown) the leaves off the trees.
Put a line under the r ight word
. - - - . , „r . n
1, Little Pig (dug, digged) in his garden.
2. John (hid, hided) in the barn.
Check for action verbs. Children may come to the front of the
room and act out a word. Another child may choose the right
flash card and say it.
wake wiggles climb dig cut
bake smell start blew hide
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Nouns and Exercises Using Them
sun
pie
cakes
parade
rake
nose
Bear
Bobby
drum
garden
breakfast
woods
cabbage
field
place
leaves
honey
minute
winter
Goose
The words that are plcturable should be introduced with the
picture and flash card.
1 . sun
Teacher: What gives us light and keeps us warm in
summer?
Child: The sun is warm.
Teacher: Where is the sun?
Child: The sun is in the sky.
Teacher: What color does it look like?
Child: It locks yellow.
Teacher: What do you see in this picture?
Child: I see many trees.
Teacher: Who knows what we call a place where there
are many trees?
Child: We call it the woods.
Teacher: Yes. Where is Eaby Bear walking in the
picture?
Child: Baby Bear is walking in the woods
.
3. Bear
Teacher: Who knows the name of this animal?
Child: That is a bear.
2. woods
,.
.
.
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Teacher: What does a bear look like?
Child: A bear is big and has brown fur.
4
.
garde
Teacher: Who knows what we call a field where plants
are growing?
Child: We call it a garden.
Teacher: Is any field a garden?
Child: No, a garden is a place where people take
care of the plants
.
5
.
parade
Teacher: On holidays we see soldiers marching. Who
knows what we call that?
Child: That is a parade.
Teacher: In the picture we see animals and clowns
and a band marching. What kind of a
parade is that?
Child: That is a circus parade.
Have the children make believe they are playing a
band instrument and make a parade around the room.
6 . nos
Teacher: What is this?
Child: That is your nose
.
Teacher: What do we use our nose for?
Child: We use our nose to smell with.
Teacher: ’What kind of nose does a bear have?
Child: A bear has a little bla ck nose
.,
.
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7.
honey
Teacher: Who knov/s what bees make?
Child: Bees make honey.
Teacher: How does honey taste?
Child: Honey tastes sweet.
Teacher: Who likes honey best of all?
Child: Bears like honey best of all.
8. pie
Teacher: What does your mother make with apples
and crust?
Child: She makes apple pie.
Talk about different kinds of pie.
9 . Bobby
Teacher: We have a new boy in our story. Who can
say his name?
Child: His name is Bobby.
10 . drun
Teacher: Who knows the name of this toy?
Child: That is a drum.
Teacher: What can you do with a drum?
Child: You play on the drum with sticks.
11 . breakfast
Teacher: What do you eat in the morning?
Child: We eat breakfast.
12 . cakes
Teacher: This is something sweet to eat that mother
..
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makes with eggs and milk and flour. Do you
know what it is?
Child: It is cake.
Teacher: Yes. How does this word show us it means
more than one?
Child: Cl^kes has an s on it.
13. cabbage
Teacher: Who knows the name of this green vegetable*?
Child: That is cabbage.
Teacher; Where do we get cabbage?
Child: Cabbage grows in the garden.
14. field
Teacher: A big piece of open land is a safe place
to play. What do we call it?
Child: We call it a field.
Teacher: Sometimes things are growing in the field.
What was growing in the field where Little
Pig worked?
Child: It was a cabbage field.
15
.
place
Teacher: Sometimes the teacher tells you to keep
your place. What does that mean?
Child: We look at the line we are reading.
Teacher: Yes, you look at the spot where the right
words are. What was Little Pig looking
for?

Child: He was looking for a new place to live.
16 . leaves
Teacher: What are the green things that grow
on trees and flowers?
Child: They are leaves.
Synonym
Teacher: Leaves can be a doing word too.
Sometimes John leaves the room. What
does he do?
Child: John goes out of the room.
Teacher: Yes. Sometimes children forget to
bring their homework back. What do
they do with it?
Child: They leave it at home.
Teach 1 eaves and left
,
with oral sentences.
17. rake
Teacher: What is the garden tool that Little
Pig has?
Child: He has a rake.
Synonym
Teacher: Rake can be a doing word too. When
you use a rake on the leaves we say
you rake the leaves. What is Little
Pig doing?
Child: He is raking the leaves.
..
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18. minute
Teacher: Let’s watch the clock. When that big hand
goes all the way around once, that much
time is a minute. Tell me when it is a
minute
.
Child: It is a minute now.
19 . winter
Teacher: In this picture we see ice and snow. What
time of year do you think it is?
Child: It is winter.
Talk about the four seasons and how we describe each
one .
20. Goose
Teacher: Who knows the name of this funny bird?
Child: That is a goose.
Teacher: What does the goose look like?
Child: A goose looks something like a duck.
Teacher: A goose is not a very smart bird. Some-
times we call them silly. Sometimes when
people are silly, we call them a goose.
Is there a goose in this room?
Child: No one in here is a goose.
Teach the plural geese and use both forms in oral
sentences
.
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Adjectives and Exercises Us ing Them
1 . wonderful
Teacher: If you have a very, very nice time, what
do you call it?
Child: You have a wonderful time.
Teacher: Is a wonderful time better than a good
time ?
Child: Yes, a wonderful time is very good.
2 . each
Teacher: I am going to give a book to each child.
Whan will I give the book to?
Child: You will give the books to everyone.
Teacher: Who will have a book then?
Child: Each child will have a book.
3. right
Teacher: Who can find the right page?
Child: The right page is 110.
Teacher: The right thing is the one that is correct
What is the right way to sit?
Child: This is the right way to sit.
ynonym-
-
Adverb
Teacher: How should you do your 'work?
Child: You should do it right.
Teacher: Who sits right next to John?
Child: George sits right next to John.
;,o ,
.
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4 . best
Teacher: What did Little Bear like best of all?
Child: Little Bear liked honey best of all.
Teacher: Did he like anything else more?
Child: No, he liked honey more than anything else.
Teacher: When we like something we say it is good.
When we like something a little more, we
say it is better . When we like something
more than anything else we say it is the
best of all .
Write good
,
better
,
best on the board.
Have children give oral sentences for each word.
5 . small
Teacher: This is another word for little. Who can
say it?
Child: That is small.
Write small
,
smaller
,
smallest on the board.
Tell the children smaller means very little and
smallest means the littlest of all. Have three
children of different sizes stand in front of the
room. Have several children repee t the following:
John is small.
Bob is smaller than John.
Jim is the smallest of all.
6 . clean
Teacher: How do your hands look when there is no
dirt on them?
Child: They look clesn .

Synonym
Teacher: Clean can be a doing word too. When we
take the dirt off something we clean it.
Tell me something yon can clean.
Child: ’We clean our desks.
Child: My father cleans his car.
7 . biggest
Teacher: Which apple did Billy Coat want?
Child: He wanted the biggest apple. Write bir
,
bigger, biggest on the board.
Teacher: A good sized apple is big. If I have two
apples one may be bigger than the other.
If I have many apples I find the biggest
one of si 1
.
Tell the children this is the opposite of small .
Have three children stand at the front of the room
and repeat the following:
Ann is big.
Mary is bigger than Ann.
Jane is the biggest of all.
3 . soft
Teacher: How does a kitten's fur feel?
Child: A kitten’s fur is soft.
Teacher: What else feels soft when you touch it?
Child: A pillow feels soft.
Child: A feather is soft.
Teacher: When you speak so that I can hardly hear
...
you what ki nd of -vo ice is that?
..
.
.
;
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Child: That is a soft voice.
Write soft
,
softer
,
softest on the board. Have
children repeat the following after you.
I am speaking in a soft voice.
Now I am speaking in a softer voice.
Now I am speaking in the softest voice I can.
9 . better
Teacher: Little Pig wanted to find something he
would like better to do. What was he
looking for?
Child: He was looking for something he would like
more .
Good, better, and best have been taught with the
word best
10. tired
Teacher: When you work hard or play hard, how do
you feel?
Child: You feel tired.
Teacher: What do you do when you are tired?
Child: When you are tired you rest.
11 . large
Teacher: This word means big . Who can say it?
Child: That is large.
Teacher: Do you remember how we said big, bigger,
biggest? Who can say large the same way?
.•;>
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Child: Large, larger, largest.
12 . late
Teacher: When you do not come on time what are you
Child: You are late.
Teacher: When you stay up at night for a long time
you say this word. Who can tell me about
it?
Child: I stay up late at night.
Write late
,
later
,
latest on the board. Children
should be able to compose their own sentences with
the concept of more and most after practice with
other adjectives.
Adverbs' and Exercises Using Them
1 , early
Teacher: When did Little Bear wake up?
Child: He waked up early in the morning.
Teacher: Yes, early was the very beginning of the
morning. Tell the children early is the
opposite of late.
2 . ever
Teacher: Find the place that tells it was the most
wonderful day Little Bear had seen at any
time .
Child: It was the most wonderful day Little Bear
had ever seen.
Teacher: Yes. Ever means at any time. Who can

say this another way? Did you go to the circus
any time?
Child: Did you ever go to the circus?
3 . never
Teacher: Can a hear ever fly?
Child: No, a bear can never fly.
Teacher: Never means he can not ever do it. Tell me
something you never did.
Child: I never saw a circus.
4 . tomorrow
Teacher: What do we call the day after today?
Child: We call it tomorrow.
Teacher: What day will it be tomorrow?
Child: Tomorrow will be Friday.
5 . far
Teacher: If you send a letter a long way off where
does it go?
Child: It goes far away.
Teacher: When something is a long way off it is far
away. Tell me something that is far away.
Child: The Indians live far away.
Prepositions and Exercises Using Them
1 . until
Teacher: Billy Goat did not want to wait for the pie.
How long would he have to wait?
Child: He would have to wait until six o’clock

Teacher: Up to that time the pies were not done.
Until means up to that time. How long do
) we stay in school?
Child: We stay in school until the bell rings.
2 . ready
Teacher: What happened at six o’clock?
Child: At six o’clock the pies were ready.
Teacher: Billy put on his hat and coat to go out.
What did he do?
Child: He got ready to go out.
3 . through
Teacher: Little Bear went in the middle of the woods.
Where did he walk?
Child: He walked through the woods
.
Teacher: If he went all the way into the woods and
out again where did he go?
Child: He went all the way through the woods.
Teacher: If you are all finished with your work from
the beginning to the end you can say it the
same way. Who can tell me his work is done
and say through ?
Child: I am all through with my work.
. Pronoun-
-
herself
Teacher: Mary did her work without anyone helping
her. Who did Mary’s work?
Child: Mary did it herself.

Teach myself, herself, himself, yourself and them-
selves . Use each word in oral sentences to get the
concept of no help from anyone else.
•
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2 .
3 .
4 .
5 .
6 .
7 .
8 .
9 .
10 .
1 .
2 .
3 .
4 .
5 .
6 .
7 .
8 .
eatwork Checks for Word Meaning
Unit III
garden
son
breakfast
sting
nose
leaves
cakes
drum
minute
field
Find something that is warm and shiny.
Find something that vegetables grow in.
Find something you can smell wi th.
Find some thing that will hurt you.
Find something you eat in the morning.
Find something good to eat
.
Find something that grows on trees
.
Find a place you can play ball.
Find something that tells time.
Find something you can play with.
Find the missing wore
woods o’clock cabbage herself
bake honey dig rake
Mrs . Goose began to a cake .
Little Bear lived in the .
Bears like best of all.
Little Pig said, ’’Wait until six
Rabbits like to eat leaves.
He was too tired to leaves.
Bobby began to a hole .
"Now I am ready”
,
Mrs . Goose gaid to
place
blew
..
•
.
•
•
•
•
.
, . •
'•
. 9
.
<
.
.
. V
.
.
9. The wind through the trees.
10. This is a good to hide.
Find the word that means the s ame
bake small biggest large far
1. cook
2. little
3. largest
4. a long way
5. big
Find the opposite and draw a line to it
1. sleep biggest
2 . la rge clean
3. smallest large
4. near herself
5. small wake
6. terrible far
7. dirty start
3. stop small
9. himself 1 ate
10. early early
Use your book to find three of each
Things to eat Things that tell time Things you can do
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Unit IV
Verbs and Exercises Using Them
fall wouldn’
t
brought shook
pile keep watch move
burn care plant answered
told sit s care turn
try hurried blow build
Use the flash card as each word is introduced. When form of
the verb is taught, use all tenses in oral sentences.
1. fall
Teacher: If you are running and you slip what
happens?
Child: You fall down.
Write fall and fell on the board. Use both forms in
oral sentences. Use phrases to denote past time witl
fell
.
*
Synonym
Teacher: Who can say the four seasons of the year?
Child: Winter, summer, spring and fall.
Teacher: How can you tell when it is fall?
Child: In fall the leaves turn all colors.
Teacher: Who knows what months are In the fall?
Child: September, October and November are the
fall months
,
2
.
pile
Teacher: If I heap all these books on top of each
other what do I do?
Child: You pile the books un
..
.
•
.
Teacher: What did Zeke do with leaves?
Child: Zeke piled the leaves up.
3 . burn
4. told
5. try
6. wouldn
Synonym
Teacher: When you put things in a big heap you make
a pile. What did Zeke make?
Child: Zeke made a big pile of leaves.
Teacher: What can fire do?
Child: Fire can burn.
Teacher: How can fire hurt you?
Child: Fire can burn you.
Synonym
Teacher: If fire makes a sore on your hand, what do
you call it?
Child: It is a burn.
This word has been taught with tell .
This word has been taught with tried .
_t
Teacher: What do you notice about this word?
Child: It has a mark to show something is missing.
Teacher: This is the short way to say would not .
Who can say this the short way? Billy
would not wait any longer.
Child: Billy wouldn’t wait any longer.
:. .
'
‘
:.v • X )
.
. j . l 1
'
'
3 •
.
-v : I • 0
.
.
.
.
7. keep
Teacher: Mary you may have this penny and not give
it back. What may you do?
Child: I may keep the penny.
Teach keep and kept. Use each tense in oral sen-
tences .
8. care
Teacher: How do you show that you like your pets?
Child: You take care of them.
Teacher: Yes, if you like someone and think about
him* you care for him. What did Zeke
take care of?
Child: Zeke took care of the yards on Pleasant
Street
.
9 . sit
Teacher: What do you do in your chair?
Child: You sit in your chair.
Teach sit and sat . Use each tense in oral sentences.
Tell the children sit is the opposite of s tand .
10 . hurried
Teacher: Zeke walked very fast to the store. How
did he go?
Child: Zeke hurried to the store.
Teacher: Yes, hurry means to go fast.
Teach hurry and hurried using each form in oral
. .
.
.
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sentences
.
11 . brought
Teacher: Who took some more lights to the tree?
Child: The policeman brought some more lights.
Teach bring and brought using each word in oral
sentences. Give the children directions to bring
things to you and tell what they are doing.
12. watch
Teacher: If you look at what I am doing what do you
do?
Child: I watch you.
Synonym
Teacher: What am I wearing to tell time?
Child: You are wearing a watch.
Teacher: A little clock that you can carry with you
to look at is called a watch.
13
.
plant
Teacher: I am going to put some seeds in the ground
and cover them with dirt. What will I do
with the seeds?
Child: You will plant the seeds
,
Synonym
Teacher: What will grow from the seeds?
Child: A plant will grow.
14.
scare
Teacher: John is afraid of snakes. What do snakes
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do to John?
Child: Snakes scare John.
Teacher: Why did Zeke put a stick man in the corn
field?
Child:
15.
blow
Zeke put the 3tick man there to scare the
crows away.
This word has been taught with bl ew .
16.
shook
Teacher: What did the leaves do when the wind blew
hard?
Child: The wind shook the leaves.
Teacher: Yes, the leaves moved back and forth. What
did I do with my head?
Child: You shook your head.
Teach shake
,
shook and shaken . Use each tense in
oral sentences
.
17.
move
Teacher: When you buy a new house and take all your
furniture to it, what do you do?
Child: You move to the new house.
Teacher: When I take these books and put them over
here, what do I do?
Child: You move the books.

Teacher: Who can move fast?
Child: I can move fast.
18 . answered
Teacher: When I asked John the question, what did
he do ?
Child: He answered you.
Teach answer and answered . Use each tense in oral
sentences. Tell the children answered is the opposite
of asked .
Synonym
Teacher: What do you tell me when I ask you a ques-
tion?
Child: We tell you the answer.
19. turn
Teacher: When you look in back of you what do you do
Child: I turn around.
Teacher: What do the wheels of your bicycle do when
you ride?
Child: The wheels turn around.
Play the game Cla p
-
Clap -Bow to illustrate turning
around
,
*?
Synonym
Teacher: When I cat11 on you to read what do I give
you?
Child: You give me a turn.
..
.
Teacher: When I choose you to tell a story what do
you have?
Child: I have my turn.
20 . build
This word has been taught with buildings.
The following seatwork checks were given for correct tense.
1. All night the snow (fall, fell).
2. I will (tell, told) you a story.
3. All day the fire (keep, kept) burning.
4. I will (shake, shook) hands.
5. Did you (bring, brought) your bicycle?
[puns and Exercises Using Them
Zeke
fire
bricks
toys
potatoes
Christmas
people
window
sho vel
Mi s s
Johnny
spring
seeds
stick
lights
Use flash cards to introduce each word. Use pictures when
possible .
1 . Zeke
Teacher: This is the name of a new helper. Who can
say it?
Child: His name is Zeke.
2 . fire
Teacher: What do you make when you light a match?
Child: You make a fire.
..
.
Teacher: What does fire do?
Child: Fire burns things.
Teacher: How does fire help us?
Child: Fire keeps us warm.
3 . bricks
Teacher: Whatdo you build a chimney with?
Child: You build a chimney with bricks.
Teacher: What do bricks look like?
Child: Bricks are red and very hard.
Have the children notice that the _s makes it plural .
4 . top
Teacher: Where is the roof of the house?
Child: The roof is on top of the house.
Teacher: When there is nothing over a thing it is at
the top. Show me the top of your head.
Child: This is the top of my head.
Synony
Teacher: Who knows the name of this toy?
Child: That is a top.
Teacher: What can a top do?
Child: A top can spin,
5
.
potatoes
Teacher: Here are some thing good to eat. What are
they?

Child: These are potatoes.
Have the children notice that the _s makes it say
more than one
.
6 . Miss
Teacher: What do you call your teacher?
Child: We call the teacher Miss .
Teacher: When we speak of a lady who is not married
we say Miss . Who else do you call Miss?
Child: ’We say Miss Jones.
7
.
people
Teacher: This is a word that means boys and girls
and men and women all put together. Who
can say it?
Child: That says people.
Teacher: Who came to see the Christmas tree?
Child: All the people on Pleasant Street came.
8 . window
Teacher: What lets the sun come into our room?
Child: The sun comes in the window.
Teacher: What is a window made of?
Child : A window is made of glass.
Teach the plural and use in oral sentences.
S . shovel
Teacher: What did Billy use to clean the snow off
the walk?
Child: Billy used a shovel.
.t
,
.
Teacher: What else can you use a ^shovel for?
Child: You use a shovel to dig dirt.
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Synonym
Teacher: Shovel can be a doing word too. When you
lift snow or dirt you can say you shovel
it. What can you do with coal?
Child : You can shovel coal
.
9 . Christmas
Teacher: Who knows the name of the special day
when Santa comes?
Child: Santa comes at Christmas.
Teacher may use her own discretion about discussing
the meaning of Christmas.
10 . lights
Teacher: What do we do when our room is dark?
Child: We turn on the lights.
Teacher: What made the Christmas tree beautiful?
Child: The Christmas tree had colored lights.
Synonym
Teacher: Lights can be a doing word too. What does
mother do when she wants the stove to get
hot?
Child: She lights the stove.
11 . spring
Teacher: Fall is one of the seasons of the year.
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Who can tell me what this one is?
Child: That is spring.
i Teacher: Who can tell me the spring months?
Child: The spring months are March, April and May.
Synonym
Teacher: Sometimes spring means something else.
A small well with clean water in it, is
called a spring. Where could you get a
drink in the woods?
Child: You could get a drink from a spring.
12 . seeds
Teacher: What does the farmer plant in the spring?
Child: The farmer plants seeds.
Teacher: What will grow from the seeds?
Child: Plants will grow from the seeds.
Child: Flowers grow from seeds.
Have the children notice the s_ that makes it plural.
13. stick
Teacher: What did Zeke make to scare the crows away?
Child: Zeke made a stick man.
Teacher: What is a stick?
Child: A stick is a long piece of wood.
Teacher: Is a stick as big as a board?
Child: No, a stick is smaller than a board.
I
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14 . Johnny
Teacher: Here is the name of a new friend. Who can
say it?
Child: His name is Johnny.
djectives and Exercises Usinr Them
bigge r
second
sorry much nice slow
cold deep afraid beautiful
1 . bigger
This word has been taught with biggest .
2 . se cond
Teacher: What grade are you in?
Child: I am in the second grade.
Teacher: What grade were you in last year?
Child: I was in the first grade.
Teacher: Yes, second means the one that comes
after the first. Who is in the second
row?
Child: John is in the second row.
3 . sorr;
4. cold
Teacher: When you feel sad about something how
do you feel?
Child: I feel sorry.
Teacher: What might you be sorry about?
Child: I am sorry Mary is sick.
Teacher: What kind of weather do we have in

winter?
Child: We have cold weather.
Teacher: Does that mean warm?
Child: No, cold is very, very cool.
Teacher: When you cough and sneeze what is
wrong?
Child: You have a cold.
5
.
deep
Teacher: When you take a boat far out on the
ocean, how much water is there?
Child: The water is very deep there.
Teacher: What else can be deep besides water
Child: You can dig a deep hole.
6 beautiful
Teacher: The Christmas tree looked very very
pretty. How did it look?
Child: It looked beautiful.
Teacher: What else can look beautiful?
Child: The flowers are beautiful.
7 slow
Teacher: How did Johnny Slow get his name?
Child: Johnny could not go as fast as the
other squirrels.
Teacher: What kind of squirrel was Johnny?
•.
«
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Child: Johnny was a slow squirrel
.
Teacher: What other animal is a slow animal?
Child: A turtle is a slow animal.
8. afraid
Teacher: How did the crows feel when they saw the
stick man?
Child: The crows were afraid.
Teacher: When something scares you it makes you
afraid. What are you afraid of John?
Child: I am afraid of lions.
Adverbs and Exercises Using Them
always near much
1 . always
Teacher:
Child: I
Teacher:
Child: I
If you help your mother every time she asks
you, how often do you help her?
always help my mother.
Always means every time. Tell me something
you always do.
always brush my teeth in the morning.
2 . near
Teacher: If something is close to you it is near
you. Who sits near you Mary?
Child: Ann sits near me.
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Teacher: Tell something that is near the school
.
Child: The fire station is near the school.
3 . much
Teacher: What do you say to the storekeeper when
you want to ask the price of anything?
Child: I say, f,How much is that?”
Teacher: Yes, much means the amount of money you nee 3.
to buy it. Do you have much work to finish
John?
Child: No, I do not have much work to do.
Pronouns and Exercises Using Them
himself those I ’
m
1 . himself
This word has been taught with herself .
2 . those
Review the exercise for demonstrative pronouns and
adjectives used on page 20.
3 . I’m
Teacher: When we are talking about ourselves we do
not use our name, instead we say I. Who
can make a sentence with JE?
Child: I like to read.
Teacher: This is one of the words with something
missing. It is a short way to say I am .

Who can say this a shorter way? I am going
down town.
Child: I’m going down town.
*
Seatwork Checks for Vford Meaning
Unit IV
bricks second window watch Johnny
potatoes Miss shovel seeds build
Find something houses are made of.
Find, something good to eat.
Find something that tells the grade you are in.
Find part of a name.
Find something you can look out of.
Find something you can clean snow off the walk with.
Find something that tells what time it is.
Find something you can plant in a garden.
Find a boy ! s name.
Find a word that means you can make something.
Find the missing word
burn people deep plant
blow afraid bigger beautiful
The fire began to .
Bobby is than Joe.
All the came to see the fire.
The Christmas lights were
.
The snow was too _for John to shovel
.
The wind began to through the trees.
In the spring the farmers their seeds.
The crows are of the stick man.

Find the to rd that means the same
try wouldn’t beautiful watch
1. Find the word that means do your best .
2. Find the v/ord that means would not .
3. Find the word that means very pretty .
4. Find the word that means look at .
5. Find the word that means go_ around .
Find the opposite and draw a line to it
smaller sit
sometimes cold
glad answered
hot always
far slow
asked bigger
fast near
stand sorry
turn

Unit V
Verbs and Exercises Using Them
cry huff boil cried churn
1 . cry, cried
Teacher: When you are hurt and tears come into your
eyes what do you do?
Child: I cry.
Teacher: What did the bear do when his tail was
caught?
Child: The bear cried.
Use cry and cried in oral sentences showing past and
present tense.
2. huff
Teacher: The wolf began to blow very hard at the
little pig’s house. How did he begin to
blow?
Child: He began to huff.
Let the children show how they would huff.
3. boil
Teacher: What does water do when it begins to
bubble over the fire?
Child: The water begins to boil.
Teach boil and boiled using each tense in oral
sentences. Tell other things that can boil.
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4 . churn
Teacher: The little pig wanted to make butter so he
stirred the milk around and around. This is
the word that tells what you do to make
butter out of milk. Who can read it?
Child: You churn the butter.
Synonym
Teacher: Little Pig put the milk into this wooden
bucket to make butter. This is called a
churn. What did the pig make butter in?
Child: Little Pig made butter in the churn.
Nouns and Exercises Using Them
Brother hair straw chimney lion
fox wolf chin pot box
floor porridge earth mitten country
Each word is introduced with the flash card and a picture
or object if that is possible.
1 . Brother
Teacher: If you have a boy in your family what is he
to you?
Child: He is my brother.
Teacher: Sometimes the animals call each other
brother. Who fooled the bear?
Child: Brother Fox fooled the bear.
2 . fox
Teacher: Who knows the animal in this picture?

Child: That is a fox.
Teacher: What is a fox like?
Child: A fox is mean. He fools the other animals.
3 . floor
Teacher: What are we standing on?
Child: We are standing on the floor.
4 . hair
Teacher: What grows on your head?
Child: Hair grows on your head.
Teacher: What else has hai r?
Child: Animals have hair all over them.
5 . wolf
Teacher: Who knows the animal in this picture?
Child: That is the wolf.
Teacher: Who was afraid of the wolf?
Child: The little pigs were afraid of the wolf.
6
.
porridge
Teacher: How many had cereal for breakfast?
Child: I had oatmeai for breakfast.
Teacher: Another name for cereal is porridge. What
happened to the porridge in the story?
Child: The porridge boiled over on the floor.
7. straw
Teacher: Who knows what mother’s broom is made of?
Child: A broom is made of straw.
.
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Teacher: What was the first pig’s house made of?
Child: The first pig made his house with straw.
) Talk about straw hats, straw mats
used for drinking.
8 . chin
Teacher: What part of your face is this?
Child: That is your chin.
Teacher: What did Little Pig have on his chin?
Child: Little Pig had hair on his chin.
9. country
Teacher: We live in a place where there are many
houses. What do we call that?
Child: We live in the city.
Teacher: If you live vhere there are not many houses
or people what do you call that?
Child: That is the country.
10
.
pot
Teacher: What does your mother cook vegetables in?
Child: My mother cooks vegetables in a pot.
Teacher: What was the porridge boiling in?
Child: The porridge was boiling in a pot.
11 . earth
Teacher: If we look up we see the sun and the sky,
fr What are we living on?
Child: We live on the earth.
: r; i
.
Teacher: Yes . Sometimes we say earth instead of
dirt. Who can use earth in a sentence?
Child: We plant seeds in the earth.
12 . lion
Teacher: ’Alio can tell the name of this animal?
Child: That is a lion.
Teacher: What does a lion do?
Child: A lion roars.
13 . box
Teacher: What do we keep our crayons in?
Child: We keep our crayons in a box.
Teacher: What else comes in a box?
Child: Candy comes in a box.
14 . mitten
Teacher: What do you wear to keep your hands warm?
Child: I wear mittens.
Talk about how a mitten is different from a glove.
15 . chimney
Teacher: What is built into your house to let the
smoke come out?
Child: The smoke comes out the chimney.
Teacher: How is the chimney made?
Child: A chimney is made of bricks.

Adjectives and Exercises Using Them
third hot quick silly
1 . thi rd
Teacher: What grade will you be in next year?
Child: I will be in the third grade.
Teacher: Yes, third comes after second. Who is in
the third row?
Child: Ann is in the third row.
2 . hot
Teacher: What kind of day is a very, very warm day?
Child: A very warm day is a hot day.
Teacher: What else is hot?
Child: A fire is hot.
Teach hot, hotter, hottest, Lising each in oral
sentences.
3
.
quick
Teacher: To do something as fast as you can means
the same as to do it as quick as you can.
How fast did Little Pig jump into the
churn?
Child: Little Pig jumped into the churn as quick as
he could.
Teach quick, quicker, quickest, using each in oral
sentences to indicate speed.
.'
.
.
•
Teacher: The little rabbit was very foolish so what
4. silly
do we call him?
Child: We call him the silly little rabbit.
Teacher: You are silly if you do not use your head.
Who can tell me something silly?
Child: It is silly to play in the street.
Exercise for the adverb together
Teacher: When we all play with each other how do we
play?
Child: We all play together.
Teacher: What game can we all play together?
Child: We can play Looby Loo together.
.,
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Seatwork Checks for Word Meaning
Unit V
hair third churn pot mitten
1. Find something that grows on your head.
2. Find the grade you will be in next year.
3. Find something to make butter in.
4. Find something to cook in.
5. Find something to wear on your hands.
Find the missing word
cry huff chimney boil earth
1. Brother Rabbit sat down and began to .
2. The wolf began to ,
3. The bad wolf came down the .
4. The porridge began to all over the floor.
5. The silly little rabbit cried, ,T The is falling in.
Find the opposite and draw a line to it
1 . hot 1 augh
2
,
qu i ck slow
3 . country cold
4 . cry city
Use your books and find
1. Three animals
2. Two parts of a house

Unit 6_
Verbs and Exercises Using; Them
slide hurt bought riding
smile shut left means
wave fix lift does
skate bring happen hear
count stood wonder save
Show the flash card for each word as it is introduced.
As each form of the verb is taught, use all forms in
oral sentences
.
1. slide
Teacher: What do the children do on their sleds
Child: They slide down the hill.
Teacher: What else can you slide on?
Child: You can slide on the ice.
Teach slide, slid and sliding. Use each form in oral
sentence to shew the right tense.
Synony]
Teacher: .That do they have at the playground to
slide on?
Child: They have a slide.
Teacher: Yes, something you can slide on is
called a slide too.
2 . smile
Teacher: How can your face show that you are
happy?
Child; When you smile you are happy.

Teacher
:
7/ha t is John doing?
Child: John is smiling.
Use smile, smiling and smiled in oral sentences.
wave
Teacher: 7/hat do you uo with your hand to say
goodbye?
Child: You wave your hand.
Teacher: Yes, when you move something back and
forth, you wave it. ;,/hat else can you
wave ?
Child: You can wave a flag.
Teach wave and waved, using each form in oral sentence.
Synonym
Teacher: When the water at the beach comes in
with a big splash we call that a wave
too. 7/ho can use wave in a sentence?
Child: I jumped into a big wave.
skate
Teacher
:
Child: I
Teacher
Child: I
Teacher
What can you do on the ice?
can skate on the ice.
What else can you skate on?
can roller-skate on the sidewalk.
Synonym
What do you wear on your feet when you
skate?
.,
Child: You wear ice-skates.
Child: You can wear roller-skates.
5 . count
Teacher: '.‘Then I say one, two, three, four, five,
what do I do?
Child: You count up to five.
Have several children count. Teach count, counts, count-
ing and counted, using each in oral sentences.
6 . hurt
Teacher: When Billy fell down what did he do to
his leg?
Child: He hurt his leg.
Teacher: When something has a pain in it, it
hurts. Who can make a sentence with
hurt?
Child: I hurt my finger.
7 . shut
Teacher: John, will you close the door? Vi/hat did
John do?
Child: John shut the door.
Teacher: What else can shut?
Child: I can shut the window.
8. fix
Teacher; If something is broken, what can you do
to mend it?
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Child: You try to fix it.
Teacher: What can the firemen do?
Child: The firemen can fix Ellen's doll.
Teach fix and fixed with oral sentences.
9
.
bring
This word has been taught with brought.
10 . bought
Teacher: Where did Johnny get his new shoes?
Child: His Mother bought them.
Teacher: When you pay money for something, you
buy it. What has your Mother bought for
you, Mary?
Child: My Mother bought me this dress.
Teach buy and bought. Use each form in oral sentences
for past and present.
11. left
This word has been taught with leave.
12. lift
Teacher: What can I do with this chair?
Child: You can lift it up.
Teacher: If you pick something up, you lift it.
What can you lift, Ann?
Child: 1 can lift up my desk cover.
Teach lift and lifted. Let children practice lifting
things as they say the word.
-.
13
.
happen
Teacher: I, other thought something might happen
to Johnny. What might happen to him?
Child: He might get lost.
Teacher: If' you saw a big crowd of people, you
might use this word to ask what is going
on. What would you ask?
Child: You ask what happened.
Teach happen and happened. Use many oral sentences to
get concept of something occurring.
14. riding
Teacher: What is Johnny doing on the Policeman’s
horse ?
Child: He is riding on the horse.
Teacher: What else can you go riding in?
Child: You can go riding in a car.
Teach ride, rides, rode, and ridden. Tell the children
ridden is a word that needs a helper. Use each form
in oral sentences.
15. means
Teacher: When you tell what a word means, you
tell what it says. What does small
mean?
Child: Small means little.
Teacher: If you do something on purpose and you
intend to do it, you mean to do it.

What does John mean to do when he takes
his book?
Child: John means to read.
Synonym
Teacher: When someone does something that is not
very nice, we say he is mean. What
would be a mean thing to do?
Child: It is mean to tease little children.
16 . does
Teacher: John works until all his work is done.
What does he do?
Child: John does his work.
Teach do, does, done, with the following exercise:
I do my work. We do our work.
You do your work. You do your work.
He does his work. They do their work.
Have the children notice that does is used when we are
talking about one person. Tell the children that done
must always have a helper. Play the language game for
have done
,
in the book "Let’s Talk."
^
17 . hear
This word has been taught with heard .
18. stood
This word has been taught with stand .
1
Lichee, op cit
. ,
p. 100
.
19. wonder
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Teacher: When we think about something but do
not know the answer, we wonder about it.
What do you wonder about, Mary?
Child: I wonder if my work is right.
20. save
Teacher: When you keep your money and do not
spend it, what do you do?
Child: You save your money.
Teacher: Where do you save your money?
Child: I save my money in the bank.
Teacher: If you keep someone from drowning in
the water, what do you do?
Child: You save their life.
21
.
pa id
This word has been taught with pay.
Sxer c ise for action verbs .
slide wave count shut lift
smile skate hurt fix riding
Choose a child to come up front and act out a word. An-
other child is chosen to pick out the correct flash card
and say the word.
Exerc is e for verbs that need a helper .
1. I have (did, done) all my work.
2. John (does, done) his work well.
3. May has (ridden, rode) on the train.
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Nouns and Exercises Using Them
oak arms Betty shoes David
sleds corner paper foot men
pan Molly box policeman words
ice station lunch detour end
roller pictures clowns week d ime s
summer Wag steps rest matter
Each word is introduced with the flash card and, when
possible, a picture or object.
1 . oak
Teacher: This is the kind of tree that grew at
the top of the hill. Who can say it?
Child: That is an oak tree.
Teacher: That is where the hill got its name.
What is the name of the hill?
Child: That is Oak Hill.
2. sleds
Teacher: How do the children slide down Oak Hill?
Child: They slide down on their sleds.
Teacher: What is a sled made of?
Child: A sled is made of wood with iron runners.
Teach the singular and plural forms.
3
.
pan
Teacher: What does Mother ’wash the dishes in?
Child: Mother washes dishes in the dish pan.
Teacher: What else do you use a pan for?
Child: You use a pan to cook vegetables in.
4 . ice
..
.
>5
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Teacher: When water gets very very cold, it
freezes. What is it then?
Child: Then it is ice.
Teacher: What do we eat that is frozen?
Child: We eat ice cream.
roller
Teacher: 7/hat kind of skates did Molly have?
Child: Molly had roller-skates.
Teacher: How do roller-skates go?
Child: Roller-skates have little wheels
.
Teacher: A roller is a wheel. You have seen a
steam roller. What does a steam roller
have ?
Child: A steam roller has a big wheel.
6 . summer
Teacher: We know all the seasons of the year.
Which season is the warm one?
Child: Summer is the warm season.
Teacher: What are the summer months?
Child: June, July and August are the summer months.
7. arms
Teacher: What do we call this part of our body?
Child: Those are our arms.
Have the children notice that the _s makes it plural.
8. corner
Teacher: What part of my desk is this?
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Child: That is the corner of the desk.
Teacher: The corner is the place where two sides
come together. Stand in the corner of the
room, John. Where are you standing?
Child: I am standing in the corner.
9. Molly
Teacher: This is a new friend . Who can tell her
name?
Child: Her name is Molly.
10. station
Teacher: What do we call the place where fire
engines are kept?
Child: That is the fire station.
Teacher: What do we call the place where trains
are kept?
Child: That is the train station.
Talk about other stations we know such as; gas station,
police station, bus station. Describe each as a place
.
11. pictures
Teacher: We can not bring real animals to school,
so we learn about them from pictures .
What do pictures do?
Child: Pictures show us what something looks like.
Teacher: How else do we get pictures?
Child: You can take pictures with a camera.
..
<1
.
12.
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Teacher: This is a new pet. Who can say his name?
Child: His name is Wag.
Teacher: Why is Wag a good name for a dog?
Child: It is a good name because dogs wag their
tails
.
Teacher: What can you wag?
Child: I can wag my head.
Teacher: Yes, wag can be a doing word too.
13 . Bett y
Teacher: This a little girl r s name. Who can read
Child: Her name is Betty.
t?
14. paper
Teacher: What do we write on?
Child: We write on paper.
15. box
Teacher: What do we keep our crayons in?
Child: We keep our crayons in a box.
Talk about other things that come in boxes.
16. lunch
Teacher: When you go on a picnic, what do you
bring to eat?
Child: You bring your lunch.
Teacher: A lunch is a small dinner. What other tin!
do you eat lunch?
Child: Sometimes we eat lunch at school.
e

17. clowns
Teacher: Who are the funny men who make us laugh
at the circus?
Child: They are the clowns.
Teacher: What can clowns do?
Child: Clowns do funny tricks.
IS. steps
Teacher: What do we walk up when we come into
school?
Child: We walk up the steps.
Teacher: What other word do you know that means
the same as steps?
Child: Stairs means the same as steps.
19
.
shoes
Teacher: What do you wear on your feet?
Child: We wear shoes.
Teacher: Why do we wear shoes?
Child: We wear shoes so we won’t hurt our feet or
get them dirty.
20 . foot
Teacher: 'What is this part of your body?
Child: That is my foot.
Teach foot and feet. Use in many oral sentences for
singular and plural to avoid the use of feets.
21. policeman
Teacher
:
What is the name of this helper?
.... !
Child: That is a policeman.
Teacher; What does a policeman do?
Child; A policeman takes care of us.
Talk about the duties of neighborhood helpers, and our
duty to them.
22 . detour
Teacher: Lavid could not go on one road. He had
to go another way. This word tells what
way he took. Who can read it?
Child: Lavid took a detour.
Teacher: 7i/hat does detour mean?
Child: Letour means another way.
23. week
Teacher: We know the names of seven days. How
much time does seven days make?
Child: Seven days make a week.
24 . rest
Teacher: Why did Johnny sit down at the top of
the hill?
Child: Johnny sat down to have a rest.
Teacher: When do you need a rest?
Child: You need a rest when you are tired.
Synonym
Teacher: Rest can be a doing word too. When you
lie down or sit down and do nothing,
you are resting. When you get tired

what do you do?
Child; I rest for a while.
25. David
Teacher: This is the name of the boy in our
story. Who can read it?
Child: Eis name is ^avid.
26 . men
Teacher: '.Then boys grow up, what do we call them?
Child: We call them men.
Teach man and men with oral sentences showing singular
and plural.
27 . words
Teacher: When we put letters together so that we
can read them, what do we make?
Child: ’We make words .
Teacher: What do we use to say something?
Child: We use words to talk.
28 . end
Teacher: When you have gone down a street as far
as you can go, where are you?
Child: You are at the end of the street.
Teacher: Who is at the end of the line?
Child: John is at the end of the line.
Teacher: The very last of anything is the end.
29. dimes
Teacher: What money have I?
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Child: You have two dimes.
Teacher: How much is a dime?
Child: A dime is ten cents.
30 . matter
Teacher: How did the fireman ask Molly what the
trouble was?
Child: He asked her what the matter was.
Teacher: What is the matter with you, John?
Child: Nothing is the matter.
Seatwork checks for word meaning may be found on page 130*
Adjectives and Exercises Using Them
wet quiet
bumpety real
The following adjectives have already been taught:
shortest, longer, longest, slowly,
1 . wet
Teacher: What happens when you walk in the rain?
Child: You get wet.
Teacher: What makes you wet?
Child: Water makes you wet.
Teach wet, wetter, wettest. Use each form in oral sen-
tences.
2 . bumpety
Teacher: This word tells how the car went over the
bumps. Who can read it?
Child: The car went bumpety, bumpety.
I
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3. quiet
Teacher: What kind of room do we have when every-
one sits very still?
Child: We have a quiet room.
Teach quiet, quieter, quietest. Use each word in oral
sentences like the following:
John is a quiet worker.
Billy is quieter than John.
George is the quietest boy in the room.
4 . real
Teacher: One circus was not a make-believe circus
What kind was it?
Child: It was a real circus.
Teacher: This is a toy dog. Who has a real dog?
Child: I have a real dog.
Adverbs and Exercises Using Them
-
— —
. , — .... —— ... ... — — ... — . mm.m
suddenly inside past
1 . suddenl;
Teacher: Molly was running and all at once she
fell. ’Who can use this new word to tell
how she fell?
Child: Suddenly she fell down.
Teacher: Suddenly means all at once.
2 . ins ide
Teacher: When you are indoors, you are inside.
Where are you now?
Child: We are inside school.
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Teacher: Show me the inside of your desk.
Child: This is the inside of my desk.
3
.
past
Teacher: When you go by the fire station, where
do you go?
Child: You go past the fire station.
Teacher: When we talk about something that has
already happened, we talk about the past.
Tell me a holiday that is past.
Child: Christmas is past.
Exercise for the Conjunction While
Teacher: If I work at the same time you work, when
am I working?
Child: You are working while we work
.
Teacher: What should you do while you are reading?
Child: You should keep your place while you are
reading.
xer c ise for the Pronoun I’ve
The Pronoun I has been taught. The contraction
is taught as follows:
Teacher: This word is a short way. to say I have.
Who can say this the short way? I have
done all my work.
Child: I’ve done all my work.
Have several children use I’ve in oral sentences.

Seatwork Checks for 7ford Meaning
Unit VI
1 .
2 .
5.
4.
5.
6 •
7.
8 .
9.
10 .
11 .
12 .
1 .
2 .
3 .
4.
u •
6 .
7.
8 .
oak lunch detour
sleds shoes pictures
pan paper save
Find the name of a tree
.
Find something to slide on.
Find something to cook in.
Find something to eat.
Find something to wear.
Find something to write on.
Find a word that means another way to go.
Find something you can draw.
Find something you can do with money.
Find someone who makes you laugh.
Find some money.
Find a warm time of the year.
Und the Missing Word
hurt station bought while
ice wet means end
Molly fell and herself.
We went out to skate on the .
She ran down to the fire .
Sally got her feet in the snow.
Mother me some new shoes.
A detour to go another way.
After a it began to rain.
John read to the of the story.
clowns
dimes
summer
count
paid

910 .
1 .
2 .
3.
4.
5 .
My sister can up to ten.
Bobby five cents on thei bus •
Find the Word That Means The Same.
sliding shut lift quiet rest
suddenly fix riding I’ve slowly
playing on a sled 6. going in a car
all at once 7. very still
to close 8. I have
to mend 9. to lie down
to pick up 10. not very fast
Find the Opposite and Draw a Line to it.
1. help quiet
2. open hurt
3. dry summer
4. outside shut
5 . right slowly
6 . women end
7. begin stood
8. sat wet
9 . spend men
•o
I
—1 noisy inside
11. quickly left
12. winter save
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Unit VII
Verbs and Exercises Using Them
isn’t grunt doesn'
t
seems living
point follow whisper hold chatter
goes bark drive wash learn
been trot should trip hiding
wasn ’
t
tap cries listen carry
screams knock crack quit
When one form of the verb is taught, all forms are used
in exercises and oral sentences.
1 . isn ’
t
Teacher; Here is a short way to say Ls not .
Who can say it?
Child; That says isn ’
t
.
Teacher; Say this the short -way. John is not
here today.
Child; John isn’t here today.
2
.
point
Teacher; What do I do with this stick?
Child: You point with it.
Teacher: What can you do with your finger?
Child: I can point with my finger.
Synonym
Teacher: John wants a sharp tip on his pencil.
What does he want on it?
Child; John wants a point on it.
3
.
goes
Teacher: When a car moves along, what does it do?
?.
1
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Child: The car goes.
Review go, went and gone, which have been taught. Tell
the class goes is used when only one person or thing is
moving. Use in many oral sentences.
4. been
Teacher: Who has ever been in a show?
Child: I have been in a show.
Tell the children been must always have a helper.
5. wasn’t
Teacher: This is the short way to say was not.
Who can say it?
Child: That says wasn’t.
Teacher: Say this the short way. Mary was not
very far away.
Child: Mary wasn’t very far away.
Exercise for all the verb forms of to be:
I am in school. We are in school.
You are in school. You are in school.
Ee is in school. They are in school.
Yesterday I was in school. We were in school.
Yesterday you were in school. You were in school.
Yesterday he was in school. They were in school.
I have been in school a long time.
You have been in school a long time.
He has been in school a long time.
We have been in school a long time.
You ha\La__b£-e.n- in_sahool a 1 nng- -hi ma - - —

They have been in school a long time.
This exercise is left before the children so that they
can substitute name words for the pronouns and practice
giving oral sentences for any form the teacher indicates.
6 . screams
Teacher: When a person is frightened and cries
out very loud, what does he do?
Child: He screams.
Synonym
Teacher; Sometimes the cries that a person makes
are called screams . What sound did they
hear from the jay?
Child: They heard loud screams.
7
.
grunt
Teacher: Who knows the noise a pig makes?
Child: A pig grunts.
Teacher: What would Sally’s pig do when it fol-
lowed her?
Child: It would grunt.
follow Teacher: Sally’s pets came after her. What did
they do?
Child: They followed her.
Teacher: Who can follow me around the room?
Child: I can follow you.
Teach follow and followed. Use each in oral sentences.
Play Follow the Leader to get concept of coming after.
..
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8 . bark
Teacher: What is the noise a dog can make?
Child: A dog can bark.
Synonyj
Teacher: Bark can mean part of a tree too. Who
can tell what part of the tree the bark
is ?
Child: The bark is the outside of the tree.
9. trot
Teacher: Eow did the pony begin to walk fast?
Child: The pony began to trot.
Teach trots and trotted. Use each in oral sentences.
10 . tap
Teacher: Eow did the woodpecker go on the tree?
Child: The woodpecker went tap, tap.
Teacher: Who can tap his neighbor on the shoulder?
Child; I can tap Mary on the shoulder.
Teacher: A tap is just a very light hit. Who can
tap dance?
Child: I can tap dance.
Teach taps and tapped. Use in oral sentences. Play
Bluebird to practice saying ’’--tap him on the shoulder.''
11 . knock
Teacher: What can you do at a person’s door if
there isn't any bell?
Child; You can knock on the door.

Teacher
Child:
13G
What other word do we know that means
the same as knock?
Knock means the same as tap.
12.
doesn’t
Teacher: Here is the short way to say does not .
Who can say this the short way? The pony
does not like to pull the cart.
Child: The pony doesn ’
t
like to pull the cart.
13
.
whisper
Teacher: Lavid spoke very, very softly into Trot’s
ear. What did he hav9 to do to make him
go?
Child: He had to whisper in his ear.
Teacher: What do I do when I tell you a secret?
Child: You whisper it.
14.
drive
Teacher: How do you make a pony go?
Child: You drive him.
Teacher j What else can you drive?
Child: You can drive a car.
Teach drive, drove, driven. Tell the children driven
must always have a helper.
15 should
Teacher: When you ought to do something, that
means you shou Id do it. What should you
wear in the rain?
* J,. 1 '
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Child: You should wear your rubbers.
16 . cries
This word has been taught with cried .
17. crack
Teacher: If you drop a glass what might it do?
Child: It might crack.
Teacher: What else can you crack?
Child; You can crack a window.
Synonym
Teacher: The small break in the glass is called
a crack. What was the woodpecker's bank?
Child; It was a crack in the roof.
18.
seems
Teacher: When something appears to be, it seems to
be. Your work seems to be right. What
did Johnny say about the way over the hill?
Child: He said, "it seems to be the shortest way.
IS. hold
Teacher: If I take your hand, what do I do, Mary?
Child: You hold my hand.
Teacher: Who would like to hold the flag?
Child; I would like to hold the flag.
Teacher: When you keep something In your hand,
you hold it.
Teach hold and held. Use each form in oral sentences for
past and present.

20. trip
Teacher: If you stumble over a rock and fall,
what do you do?
Child: You trip over the rock.
Synonym
Teacher: Sometimes when we travel on a train or
bus we say we take a trip. Who has
taken a trip somewhere?
Child: I took a trip to New Hampshire.
21. wash
Teacher
:
Child: I
Teacher
Child: I
How do you clean your face?
wash my face.
What else do you wash?
wash my clothes.
22 . listen
Teacher: When you use :your ears to hear what I am
saying, what do you do?
Child: I listen to you.
Teacher: What else do you listen to?
Child: I listen to the radio.
Teach listen, listens, and listened. Use each form in
oral sentences.
23
.
quit
Teacher: This word means stop. Who can read it?
Child: That says quit.
Teacher: Who can use quit in a sentence?
'.
.
.
Child: Billy quit playing ball
13S
Synonym
Teacher: The sound that the jay made sounds like
this word too. What did the jay say?
Child: The jay said "Quit l Quit l
"
24. living
Teacher: Where are you living now John?
Child: I am living at 10 Blm Street.
Teacher: Who was living in the maple tree?
Child: a family of squirrels was living in the
maple tree.
Teach live, lives, and lived. Use each in oral sentences.
25. chatter
Teacher
:
Child:
Teacher
Child:
Squirrels make a lot of noise, so we say
they chatter. What noise do squirrels make
Squirrels chatter.
Sometimes children make a lot of noise
with their lips. What do they do?
Children chatter too.
26 • learn
Teacher: When you find out something new, you
learn something. What did you learn to-
day in school?
Child: We learned to read and write.
Teacher: What can you learn outside of school?
Child: We can learn to ride a bike.
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27. hiding
This word has been taught with hide .
23. carry
Teacher: How do birds bring bugs to their babies?
Child: They carry them in their mouth.
Teacher: How do you carry things?
Child: We carry things in our hands.
Teacher: How does an Indian mother carry her baby
Child: She carries him on her back.
Teach carry, carries, and carried. Use each in oral
sentences
.
Exercise for action verbs.
point
scream
grunt
follow
bark
trot
whisper
drive
listen
hiding
Choose a child to act out a word. Have another child
pick out the correct flash card and say the word.
Exercise for contractions .
Write these the short way.
is not does not
was not could not
Exercise for verbs that need a helper .
1. John has (went, gone) home.
2. Can you (drive, driven) a car?
3. Where have you (hide, hidden) the eraser?
4. It has (be, been) a pleasant day.

Nouns and Exercises Using Them
Sam cream babies bank Skip
Sandy magic Kitty roof supper
mouth cart voice feathers kitchen
joke ear maple jay chairs
pen Penny branch bugs
Waddle face wren woodpecker
Each word is introduced with a flash card and a picture
or object when that is possible.
1 . Sam and Sandy
Teacher: Here are the names of two new friends.
Who can read them?
Child: Their names are Sam and Sandy.
2 . mouth
Teacher: What do we use when we talk?
Child: We use our mouth.
Teacher: How else do we use our mouth?
Child: We use our mouth when we eat.
3. joke
Teacher: When you tell something that makes us
laugh, what is that?
Child: That is a joke.
Let the children tell some jokes they know.
4. pen
Teacher: What did Molly keep her pets in?
Child: She kept them in a pen.
Teacher: Who knows another kind of pen?
Child: We use a pen to write with ink.
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5. Waddle
Teacher: This is the name of a pet duck. Who can
read it?
Child: His name is Waddle.
Teacher: Why is Waddle a good name for a duck?
Child: That is the way a duck walks.
Synonym
Teacher: Yes, waddle can be a doing word when it
tells about a funny walk. Who can show
us how to waddle?
Child: I can waddle.
6 . cream
Teacher: What do you see on the top of your milk
at lunch?
Child: I see cream on top.
Teacher: What other kind of cream do you have?
Child: Sometimes I have ice-cream.
7 . magic
Teacher: When someone does a trick and we do not
see how he does it, we call it magic.
How can a brownie change into a mouse?
Child: A brownie can do magic.
Teacher: 7/hat kind of word did David whisper in
Trot's ear to make him go?
Child: He whispered a magic word in his ear.

8.
cart
Teacher: What did David ride in?
Child: David rode in a cart.
Teacher: Do any of you have a cart?
Child: I have a red cart.
9
.
ear
Teacher: I am going to whisper to Mary. Where
did I whisper?
Child: lou whispered in her ear.
Teacher: What are your ears for?
Child: Your ears are to hear with.
10 . Penny
Teacher: This is the name of a little kitten.
Who can read it?
Child: her name is Penny.
Teacher: What other kind of penny do you know?
Child: A penny is money.
11 . face
Teacher: What is this part of your body?
Child: That is your face.
Teacher: '//hat did Penny do to her face?
Child: Penny washed her face.
12
.
babies
Teacher: This is the way we say more than one
baby. Who did mother robin take bugs to
Child: She took bugs to her babies.
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1 3. Kitty
Teacher: This Is the name for a baby cat. Who caif
read it?
Child: Her name is Kitty.
14.
voice
15.
maple
Teacher; .'/hen I talk to you, what do you hear?
Child; I hear your voice.
Teacher: 7/hat do I like when you sing?
Child: You like a soft voice.
Teacher: We learned about an oak tree, now we
have another kind of tree. Who can say
Child: That is a maple tree.
Teacher: Who lived in the maple tree?
Child: Squirrels lived in the maple tree.
it?
16 . branch
Teacher: Who knows what this part of the tree is
called?
Child; That is a branch of the tree.
Teacher: What grows on the branch?
Child: Leaves grow on the branch.
17 . woodpecker
Teacher: Here is a picture of a bird. Who knows
his name?
Child: That is a woodpecker.
Teacher: What does a woodpecker do?
.
)
Child: woodpecker taps on the tree for bugs.
1 8 . bank
Teacher: Where do you keep your money?
Child; I keep my money in a bank.
Synonym
Teacher: The sides of the river are called the
banks of the river. Where could you sit
to fish?
Child: You could sit on the bank of the river to
fish.
19 . roof
Teacher: What is on the very top of your house?
Child: The roof is on top.
2.0 . feathers
Teacher: Animals have fur and you have skin. 7/ha
does a bird have for a coat?
Child: A bird has feathers.
2 1. jay
Teacher: Here is another kind of bird. He is a
mean bird. Who can read his name?
Child: He is a jay.
Teacher: /That did the jay do?
Child: The jay took the woodpecker ’ s bugs.
22 . bugs
Teacher; This is the name for all the little in-
sects like flies and mosquitoes and ants
. >.
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2 3 . wren
that birds like to eat. Who can read it?
Child: They eat bugs.
Teacher: This is the name of a nice little brown
bird. Who can read it?
Child: It is a wren.
Teacher: Where did the wren make her nest?
Child: The wren made her nest in a hat.
2 4 . Skip
Teacher: This is the name of a pet dog.
Child: His name is Skip.
What is it?
Synonym
Teacher: Skip can be a doing word too. Who can
skip?
Child: I can skip.
Let the children play Skip to my Lou
.
2 5 . supper
Teacher: What meal do you eat at night?
Child: I eat my supper.
2 6 . kitchen
Teacher: Where does mother cook supper?
Child: Mother cooks supper in the kitchen.
Teacher: What else do you do in the kitchen?
Child: We wash the dishes in the kitchen.
27. chairs
Teacher: What are you sitting on?
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Child: We are sitting on our chairs.
Have the children notice that the s. makes it say more
than one. Use singular and plural forms in sentences.
Seatwork checks for word meaning may he found on page 153.
Adjectives and Exercises Using Them
cool tiny poor middle
alone warm loud smart
still toward queer excited
1. cool
Teacher: Today is not hot and it is not cold.
How do we say that?
Child: Today is cool.
Teacher: What else can be cool?
Child: 'Water can be cool.
Synonym
Teacher: Cool can be a doing word. If your cocoa
is too hot to drink what do you do?
Child; You let it cool.
2 . alone
Teacher: This word means that we are all by our-
selves. 7i/ho can say it?
Child: It says alone .
Teacher: What can you do all alone?
Child: I can ride a bike all alone.
3. still
Teacher: A still night means a very quiet night.

4 . tiny
Child:
Teacher
Child:
What is a quiet night?
It is a still night.
Synonym
Sometimes still means yet
"Are you still here?", I
here ye
t
. Who can make a
still?
John is still working.
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. If I say,
mean are you
sentence with
Teacher: How do we say very very small?
Child: We say tiny.
Teacher: What is tiny?
Child: An ant is tiny.
5.
warm
Teacher: Cool means a little cold. What word
means a little hot?
Child: Warm means a little hot.
Teacher: Why do we wear a coat and hat?
Child: We wear a coat and hat to keep warm.
6.
toward
Teacher
Child:
When you walk in the direction of the doo
you walk toward the door. Where was the
woodpecker flying to?
The woodpecker was flying toward the roof.
r >
7
.
poor
Teacher: What kind of child has no money or food?
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Child: A poor child has no money.
Teacher: Sometimes poor means not very good .
What kind of paper is a black, scribbled
paper ?
Child: That is a poor paper.
Teach poor, poorer, poorest, using each form in oral
sentences
.
8.
loud
Teacher: If something makes a lot of noise, it is
loud. Who can think of a loud noise?
Child: The jay made loud cries.
Teach loud, louder, loudest. The children might say the
following sentences:
I am talking in a loud voice.
Now I am talking in a louder voice.
Now I am talking in my loudest voice.
9.
queer
Teacher; Something that seems funny to us is queer .
What kind of a nest did the wren make?
Child: The wren made a queer nest.
10.
middle
Teacher
:
Child
:
Teacher
John is sitting on one side of me, and
Ann is sitting on the other side. Where
am I sitting?
You are sitting in the middle.
Who can stand in the middle of the circle •?
*
Child:
11 . smart
Teacher
:
Child:
Teacher
Child:
12 . excited
Teacher
Child
:
Teacher
Child:
Adverb s and Exercises
often
quickly
1. often
Teacher
Child
2* quickly
Teacher
Child:
3 . almost
Teacher
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I am standing in the middle.
When you use your head and do your work
right, what do I say you are?
You say we are smart.
What kind of animal can do tricks?
A smart animal can do tricks.
When children are very eager to do something
we say they are excited. What would you
be if you were going to the circus?
I would be excited.
What else could you be excited about?
I was excited when I was in a show.
Using Them
almost
above
forth
beside
'When you do something many times you do
it often . What do you do often, Mary?
I do the dishes often.
This word tells us about doing something
in a hurry. How does John do his work?
John does his work quickly.
%
Mary is not quite as tall as Ann.
(
L
1
'
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How tall is Iiary?
Child: Mary is almost as tall as Ann.
4. above
Teacher: The flag is hanging over our heads. Tha
means it is above our heads, '//hat else
is above our heads?
Child: The lights are above our heads.
Teacher: What is above us outdoors?
Child: The sky is above us.
5. forth
Teacher; When you swing, you go back and forth.
That means you go backwards and forwards
How did the little squirrel run on the
branch?
Child: He ran back and forth.
6. beside
Teacher; Who sits beside you John?
Child: George sits beside me.
Teacher: Yes, that means he sits next to you.
Pronouns and Exercises Using Them
that’s it’s yourself
1. that's
Teacher: This is the short way to say that is.
Who can say this the short way?
Child: That’s my coat.
j

2 .
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Give several children practice with oral sentences to re-
view correct use of demonstrative pronoun,
it 1 s
Teacher: This is the short way to say it is . Who
can say this the short way? rt _is going
to snow.
Child: It » s going to snow.
3
.
yourself
Teacher: If you do something without any help
from anyone, how do you do it?
Child: You do it by yourself.
Teacher: What should you do by yourself?
Child: You should do your work by yourself.
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Seatwork Check for Word Meaning
Unit VII
joke cart maple feathers
back ear branch roof
1. Find something funny.
2. Find the noise a dog makes.
3. Find something to ride in.
4. Find something you hear with.
5. Find the name of a tree.
6. Find part of a tree.
7. Find something a bird has.
£. Find part of a house.
9. Find something to eat.
10. Find a loud noise.
Find the Missing Word
grunt trot wash hole
follow whisper chatter cries
1. fhe pig began to .
2. The animals liked to Betty.
3. The Pony began to
.
4. David had to in Trot’s ear.
5. Every morning you should your face.
6. The squirrels began to .
7. The woodpecker's bank was a in the
8. The jay made loud
__
of MQuiti Quit l
"
9. Mother cooks in the
supper
scream
kitchen
middle
roof.
9

10 . Johnny Slow was in the of the street.
Find the Word That Means the Same
isn't doesn't
follow that's
tiny loud it's
learn wasn't smart
1. is not 6. find out
2. come after 7. very noisy
3. does not 8. was not
4. that is 9. it is
5. very small 10. clever
Find the Opposite and Draw a Line to it.
1 . hot lis ten
2. slowly yourself
3. shout toward
4. shouldn't cold
5. below whisper
6. cool quickly
7 . away should
8. rich warm
9. myself poor
10. tell above
Use your books and find three of each one.
Birds Noises Places
1 -
.
..
•
Unit 7
Verbs and Exercises Using Them
sing hopped taking dances touch
became change squeal scrub squeak
need rub believes lay earn
Each word is introduced with a flash card. As one form
of the verb is taught, use all forms in oral sentences.
1 . sinp;
Teacher: What do we do in music time?
Child: We sing songs.
Teacher: Who would like to sing a little song?
Child: I can sing.
Teach sing, sang, and sung. Tell the children that sung
is a word that needs a helper.
2 • became
Teacher: When the children laughed at her, how
did Mrs. Goose become?
Child: She became very angry.
Teach become and became, with the meaning that something
has taken place. Have the children notice the words come
,
and came in the word. Tell them that become must have a
helper, just as come does. Give practice with sentences
like the following:
What has become of your pencil?
I don’t know what became of it.
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3.
need
Teacher: When you have to have something, that
means you need it. What do children
need to make them grow?
Child: Children need food.
Teacher: What do you need to write?
Child: You need paper and a pencil.
4 . hopped
Teacher: The bunny walked along the path. How
did he walk?
Child: He hopped along.
Teach hop, hops, hopping, and hopped. Let the children
demonstrate hopping and tell what they are doing.
5 . change
Teacher: If a bunny can turn into something else,
what does that mean?
Child: He can change into something else.
Teacher: What can a brownie change into?
Child: A brownie can change into a mouse.
Teach change, changers, and changed. use each form in oral
sentences .
Synonym
Teacher
:
If you spend part of your money, what
do you get back?
Child: You get some change back.

6 .
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rub
Teacher: If you want to shine your shoes, what do
you do to them?
Child: You rub them hard.
Teacher: What else can you rub?
Child: You can rub your eyes.
Teach rub, rubs, and rubbed. Let the children demonstrate
by rubbing something and telling about it.
7. taking
Teacher: If you have something and I get it from y|pu,
I take it. What am I taking from John?
Child: You are taking his book.
Teach take, took, and taken. Tell the children that taken
is a word that needs a helper. Use each form in oral
sentences to denote past and present.
8 , squea l
9.
Teacher
:
Child:
Teacher
Child
:
believes
Teacher
What will a little pig do if he is hurt?
He will squeal.
Synonym
Squeal is the name of the noise a pig
makes too. 7/hat noise would you hear
from a little pig?
You would hear a squeal.
If you think something is true, you
believe it. 'What does Little Mouse
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Child: Little Mouse believes you should dance
all day.
Teach believe, and believed. Use each in oral sentences.
10 . dances
Teacher: When someone does steps to music, what
does he do?
Child: He dances.
Teacher: Who dances in our story?
Child: Little Mouse dances.
Teach dance, dancing, and danced. Let the children
demonstrate dancing and tell what they are doing.
11 . scrub
Teacher: When I rub something very hard to make
it clean, what do I do?
Child: You scrub it.
Teacher: What can you scrub?
Child: You can scrub the floor.
Child: I scrub my teeth.
Teach scrub, scrubs, scrubbing and scrubbed. Use each in
oral sentences.
12. lay
Teacher: What can a hen do for us?
Child: A hen can lay an egg.
Teacher: When we put something down, we lay it
down too. What can you lay down?
Child: I lay down my pencil
9.
*
«
Teach lay, and laid. Be sure each sentence given has
the concept of putting something d own . Do not mention
lie at this time.
13 . touch
Teacher: When I put my hand on your head very
lightly, like this, what do I do?
Child: You touch my head.
Teacher: Look around you. What are you touching?
Child: I am touching the chair and the floor.
Teach touch, touching, and touched. Use in oral
sentences
.
14 . squeak
Teacher: This is the noise that a mouse can make.
It is something like a squeal. What
can a mouse do?
Child: A mouse can squeak.
Teacher: Listen as I close the door. What did
you hear?
Child: The door squeaks too.
Teach squeaks, squeaking, and squeaked. Use each in
oral sentences.
15 . earn
Teacher: How can you get money?
Child: I can earn money.
Teacher: How do you earn money?
Child: I earn money by doing errands.
.
Teacher: Yes, when we work and get something for
it, we earn it.
Teach earns, earning, and earned. Talk about other
things you can earn besides money.
The words forgot
,
writ e, smiling
,
done
,
and kept
,
have
been taught in previous units.
Exercise for action verbs.
sing dance touch
rub scrub squeal
Choose a child to act out the word, have another child
pick out the correct flash card and say the word.
Exercise for verbs that need a helper .
1. Mrs. Goose (sang, sung) in a terrible voice.
2. V/e have (sang, sung) a song about our country.
3. What has (became, become) of my ball?
4. John has (took, taken) it.
Nouns and Exercises Using Them.
neck weed bed farmer Easter
butter legs village star dress
flowers pond forest tables afternoon
rose fairy path dust engine
wings leaf gate fiddle wheat
helper bags flour bread years
hoe hive tonight branches
Each word is introduced with the flash card, and the
picture or object when that is possible.
1 . neck
Teacher: What part of your body is this?
Child: That is your neck

2. butter
Teacher: What do you put on your bread?
Child: I put butter on my bread.
Teacher: Where do we get butter?
Child: We get butter from cream.
3 . flowers
Teacher: What are the pretty plants that grow in
the garden?
Child: They are flowers.
Teacher: What flowers do you know?
Child: Roses and daisies are flowers.
4 . rose
Teacher: Ann said a rose was a flower. What does
a rose look like?
Child: A rose is red and smells nice.
5 . wings
Teacher: We cannot fly. Why can a bird fly?
Child: A bird has wings
.
Have the children notice that the s. makes it plural.
6 . helper
Teacher: 7/hen you help me, what do I call you?
Child: You call us a helper.
Teacher: What ending is on this word?
Child: It has er on it.
Teacher: We put er on some doing words to mean
the person who is doing it.
J .
.
.
.
List on the hoard the following:
helper talker player
farmer singer worker
7 . hoe
Teacher: Who knows the name of this tool?
Child: That is a hoe.
8. weed
9. legs
Synonym
Teacher: Eoe can be a doing word too. When we
work with a hoe, we are hoeing. What
did the pig have to do to his garden?
Child: The pig had to hoe his garden.
Teacher: This is a bad plant that kills the good
seeds. Who can say it?
Child: That is a weed.
Teacher: What do you do with the weeds in your
garden?
Child: You pull the weeds up.
Synonym
Teacher: Weed can be a doing word too. When you
pull the weeds out
,
what do you do to
your garden?
Child: You weed your garden.
Teacher: What is this part of your body?
Child: That is my leg.
-.
Teacher: How many legs have you?
Child: I have two legs.
10
.
pond
Teacher: '//hat do we call a big pool?
Child: A big pool is a pond.
Teacher: Is a pond as big as a lake?
Child: No, a pond is smaller than a lake.
11. fairy
Teacher: Who knows the name of this beautiful
lady with wings?
Child: She is a fairy.
Teacher: Is a fairy real?
Child: No, a fairy is make-believe.
12 . bags
Teacher: What do you carry bundles home from the
store in?
Child: You carry them in bags.
Teacher: //hat did the farmer put his wheat into?
Child: He put the wheat into bags.
Have the children notice that the s. makes it plural.
13. hive
Teacher: Who knows the name of a bee’s house?
Child: A bee lives in a hive.
Teacher: What does the bee put in the hive?
Child: The bee puts honey in the hive.

14 . bed
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Teacher: What do you sleep in?
Child: I sleep in a bed.
15 . village
Teacher: This is the name for a little town.
Who can say it?
Child: That is a village.
Teacher: Where did Little Mouse go to get her clo
Child: Little Mouse went to the village.
hes?
16. forest
Teacher: This is another name for woods. Who
can read it?
Child: That is a forest.
Teacher: 'What grows in the forest?
Child: Trees grow in the forest.
17
•
path
Teacher: There was only a small road through the
grass in the forest. What do we call it
Child: We call it a path.
18. gate
m m
Teacher: What do we call the door in a fence?
Child: We call it s gate .
Teacher: How do we get into the schoolyard?
Child: We come in through the gate.

19 . flour
Teacher: What does mother use to make pies?
Child: She uses flour.
Teacher: Where do we get flour?
Child: We get flour from wheat.
20 . tonight
Teacher: vi/iien we mean this night
,
we say tonight .
What night is tonight, John?
Child: Tonight is Tuesday night.
21 . farmer
Teacher: What do we call a man who works on a
farm?
Child: We call him a farmer.
Teacher: Tell something a farmer does.
Child: A farmer plants seeds.
22 . star
Teacher: When we look up in the sky at night we
see the moon and something else. What
else do we see?
Child: We see stars.
Teacher: Who can make a star on the hoard?
Child: I can make a star.
23 . afternoon
Teacher: What do we call the time of day after
dinner ?
Child: We call it the afternoon.
. .
. I
* .
24 . dust
Teacher: What conies out when you shake the erasers
Child: Dust comes out.
Teacher: Yes, dust is tiny pieces of dirt.
Synonym
Teacher: Dust can he a doing word, when we clean
up the tiny pieces of dirt, we dust .
What can you dust?
Child: I can dust your desk for you.
25. fiddle
Teacher: This is another name for a violin. Who
can read it?
Child: That is a fiddle.
Teacher: What do you do with a fiddle?
Child: You play a fiddle.
26 • bread
Teacher: What do you make a sandwich with?
Child: You make a sandwich with bread.
Teacher: What do you like on your bread?
Child: I like butter on my bread.
27 . Easter
Teacher: What is the name of this special day?
Child: That is Easter.
Teacher: What do we have on Easter?
Child: We have Easter eggs.
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28. dress
Teacher: Mary is wearing something blue. What
is it?
Child: It is a blue dress.
Synonym
Teacher: Dress can be a doing word too. When you
put on your clothes, you dress
.
What
is it a baby cannot do?
Child: A baby cannot dress himself.
29 . tables .
Teacher; What do we put the dishes and food on,
when we eat supper?
Child: We put them on the table.
Teacher: How many tables are in our room?
Child: We have two tables in our room.
Have the children notice that the s_ makes it plural.
30 . engine
Teacher: What part of the train pulls the cars?
Child: The engine pulls the cars.
Teacher: What else has an engine?
Child; A car has an engine.
31 . wheat
Teacher: What did the farmer grow on his farm?
Child: The farmer grew wheat.
Teacher: What is wheat made into?
Child: Wheat is made into flour.
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32. years
Teacher: This word tells about time. It is longe ?
than a day, a week, or a month. Who can!
read it?
Child: It is a year.
Teacher: How many years old are you, John?
Child: I am seven years old.
Have the children notice that the _s makes it plural.
The words leaf
,
and branches
,
have been taught with
previous units.
Seatwork checks for word meaning may be found on page 174.
Adjectives and Exercises Using Them
friendly bright few pink
terrible proud sad tall
wise hard same sure
plenty easy gay such
1. friendly
- - - - - - -
Teacher: Mrs. Goose was very nice to everyone.
What kind of goose was she?
Child: She was a friendly goose.
Teacher: Who are you friendly with, John?
Child: I am friendly with Bob.
2 . terrible
Teacher: Mrs. Goose made an awful Squawk. This
is how it sounded. Who can read it?
Child: It sounded terrible
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3
.
wise
Teacher: When someone is very smart, he is wise.
Who knows a wise animal?
Child: An owl is a wise animal.
4.
plenty
Teacher: When you have a great deal of something,
you have plenty . What have you plenty
of, Mary?
Child: I have plenty of food.
Teacher: Who would have plenty of bread in winter
Child: The people in the city would have plenty
of bread.
5 bright
Teacher: When the sun is shining it is a nice
bright day. What kind of light was
shining around the fairy?
Child: A bright light was shining around her.
6 proud
Teacher: When you think a lot of yourself, you
are proud . Kow did Mrs. Goose feel?
Child: Mrs. Goose was proud of herself.
Teacher: now do we feel about our school?
Child: We are proud of our school.
7.
hard
Teacher: How did Little Mouse work?
Child: Little Mouse worked hard
..
.
«
.
.
*
,
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Teacher: Something is hard when it is like a rock
What do you know that is hard?
Child: This chair is hard.
Teach hard, harder, and hardest. Use sentences with the
meanings difficult and firm .
8 . eas
Teacher: If we have no trouble doing our work,
what kind of work is it?
Child: It is easy w^ork.
Teacher: ’//hat is easy for you, Iviary?
Child: Reading is easy for me.
Teach easy, easier, and easiest. Use in oral sentences.
9 . few
10. sad
Teacher
:
Child:
Teacher
Child
:
If you have only a small number of
how many do you have?
I have a few friends.
If I am ready in one or two minutes
long is that?
That is a few minutes.
friends
,
how
Teacher: Little • Mouse 'was not happy. Eow did
she feel?
Child: Little Mouse was sad.
Teacher: What makes you feel sad?
Child: I feel sad when I hurt myself.

11. same
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Teacher: John’s tie is just like Bob’s tie. What
kind of ties do they have?
Child: They have the same kind of ties.
Teacher: Little Louse came home that very day.
Vi/hat day did she come home?
Child: She came home the same day.
12
.
pink
Teacher: Who knows what color we call very very
light red?
Child: We call it pink.
3.3. tall
Teacher: 'When you stand up as high as you can, how
do you stand?
Child: I stand tall.
Teacher: What else is tall?
Child: A tree is tall.
Teach tall, taller, tallest. Use in oral sentences.
14 . sure
Teacher: If you believe something is true, you
are sure of it. What are you sure of?
Child: I am sure It will rain.
15 . such
Teacher: When I say such I mean that kind . Who can
say this and use such? I never saw that
kind of flower before.
9
Child: I never saw such a flower before.
Adverbs and Exercises Using Them
surely perhaps yet really only
1 . surely
Teacher: If there is no doubt that you can do
something, then you can surely do it.
What did the little engine say he could
surely do?
Child: Ee said he could surely pull the cars up
the hill.
Teacher: Use surely to tell me who will win the
ball game.
Child: We will surely win.
3
.
perhaps
Teacher: This word means the same as maybe . Who
can say it?
Child: That says perhaps.
Teacher: What did Little Fig think about some other
job?
Child: He thought perhaps it would be easier.
4
.
yet
Teacher: If you have not done a thing right at this
time
,
you have not done it yet . Is there
something you have not done, John?
Child: I have not done my spelling yet.

5. really
Teacher: Was the bunny truly an Easter Bunny?
Child: Yes, he was really an Easter bunny.
Teacher: Tell me something you really like to do.
Child: I really like to draw.
6. only
Teacher: This word means just one and no other one
How many engines would pull the cars?
Child: Only one engine would do it.
Teacher: How many pencils have you, John?
Child: I have only one pencil.
Exercise for the Pronoun These
Review the exercise for demonstrative pronouns and
adjectives. Have the children notice that these is the
plural of this . Use in oral sentences, both as an
adjective and as a pronoun. For example:
These apples are good.
These are my books.
r

Seatwork Checks for Word Meaning
1 .
2 .
3 .
4 .
5 .
6 .
7 .
8 .
9 .
10 .
11 .
12 .
13 .
14 .
15 .
1 .
2 .
3 .
4 .
Unit VI II
pond flowers bed farmer
gate dust dress years
engine flour weeds fiddle
Find something with water in it.
Find something pretty that grows.
Find part of a tree.
Find something to sleep in.
Find someone who works.
Find something in the sky.
Find something in a fence.
Find something dirty.
Find something to wear.
Find a word that tells time.
Find something that goes.
Find something to make bread with.
Find something that makes music.
Find something bad that grows in gardens.
Find the place a bee lives.
Find the hissing Word
terrible change scrub Easter
write dances upside parade
Mrs. Goose made a squawk.
We use a pen to
The rabbit wanted to
_
into a red bird.
Little Mouse all day.
star
leaf
hive
bags
years

5. Little Louse began to her house
.
6 . The rabbit turned down
.
7. The men put the wheat into •
8. Molly is six old
.
a
v • He wanted to be an rabbit •
10. The rabbit walked along the
•
1 •
Find the Word That Means the Same.
wise bright dust perhaps
rose village tonight forest
1 . very smart 6. this night
2. a flower 7. a lot
3. shiny 8. many trees
4. a little town 9. maybe
5. dirt 10. happy
Find the Opposite and Draw a Line to it.
1 . remembered easy
2. wonderful taking
3. soft harder
4. many forgot
5. happy terrible
6. giving tall
7. different sad
8. short few
9. hard same
10. softer hard
plenty
gay
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Unit 9
erbs ana Exercises Using Them
moving might haven ’
t
thresh
baking answer reach drink
carried having grew hope
remember getting sell fill
Each word is introduced with a flash card. 7/hen one form
is introduced, all tensos are used in oral sentences.
1 . remember
Teacher: If you can think of something that has al-
ready happened, you remember It. Who can
remember something that happened a long
time ago
7
Child: I remember something that happened when I wajs
three years old.
Let several children tell experiences beginning, ”l remember.”
2 . might
Teacher: This word means the same as may . We use
it to tell something gone by. Change this
to might . Mother says I may go.
Child: Mother said I might go.
Teacher: Tell me something you might do if you
were at home
.
Child: I might help my mother.
t
3. having
Teacher: What are we having now?
Child: We are having language.

Teacher: What are you having for lunch?
Child: I am having milk for lunch.
4 . haven '
1
Teacher: This is the short way to say have not.
Who can say this the short way? I have
not finished my work.
Child: I haven’t finished my work.
5 . reach
Teacher: When you get to something you reach it.
Did you reach the next page yet, John?
Child: No, I did not reach that page yet.
Teacher: I can reach out and touch the board. How
far can you reach, Mary?
Child: I can reach the board too.
Teach reaching and reached. Use in oral sentences.
6 . sell
Teacher: When you give somebody something for money,
what do you so?
Child: You sell it.
Teacher: What do we sell in school?
Child: We sell cookies in school.
Teach sell and sold. Use each in oral sentences.
7 . thresh
Teacher: This word tells what the machines are doin 5
to the wheat. Who can read it?
Child: That says thresh.
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Teacher: That means to take the seeds away from
the straw. What can the machine do?
\ Child: The machine can thre sh the wheat.
Teach threshing and threshed. Use in oral sentences.
8. drink
Teacher: What do you do with water?
Child: You drink water.
Teacher: Tell something else you can drink.
Child: You can drink milk.
Synonym
Teacher: Sometimes what you have is called a drink
Who can think of a hot drink?
Child: Coffee is a hot drink.
Teach drink, drank and drunk. Tell the children drunk
must have a helper.
9 . hope
Teacher: If you wish for something very hard, you
hope you get it. What do you hope you
will get, Mary?
Child: I hope I will get a new doll.
Teach hope and hoped. Let each child express a wish,
using the word hope
.
10.
fill
w Teacher: If I put water in this glass until it is
full, what do I do?
Child: You fill the glass.
..
Teach fill, filling and filled. Use each in oral sentence;;.
The words moving, baking, carried, answer, getting, and
grew, have been taught with previous units.
Review for action verbs
reach sell drink fill
Choose a child to act out a word. Have another child pick
out the correct flash card and say the word.
Check for verbs that need a helper.
The farmer has (took, taken) the wheat to market.
What have you (grew, grown) in your garden?
Who has (drank, drunk) all his milk?
Nouns and Exercises Using Them
aupt pumpkin sand stairs pins
c lock weather grocery part nickels
apron cap hamme r vine present
oven cover boxes machine yesterday
noon truck boards errand storekeeper
Each word is introduced with a flash card. Use a picture
or object when that is possible.
1. aunt
Teacher
:
This is someone in your family who is you
mother’s sister or your father’s sister.
Who is she?
Child: She is your aunt.
2. clock
Teacher: 'What tells us the time?
Child: The clock tells time.
,.
. . .
1
*
3. apron
4. oven
5. noon
6
.
pumpkin
7. weather
Teacher: What does mother wear when she is working.'
It keeps her dress clean.
Child: She wears an apron.
Teacher: What part of the stove does mother use to
bake pies and cakes?
Child: She uses the oven.
Teacher: Who knows another name for twelve o’clock?
Child: Twelve o’clock is noon.
Teacher: What do you do at noon?
Child: At noon we go home and eat dinner.
Teacher: Who knows what this big, orange, vegetable
is?
Child: That is a pumpkin.
Teacher: What do we use a pumpkin for at Halloween'
Child: We use a pumpkin for a jack-o-lantern
.
Teacher: When we say the day is hot or cold or
rainy, what are we talking about?
Child: We are talking about the weather.
Teacher: What kind of weather do you like best?
Child: I like sunny weather best.
..
,
.
.
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8.
cap
Teacher; John has a hat with a visor on the front.
What kind of hat is that?
Child: That is a cap.
Teacher; Besides a top for your head, a cap may be
a top for something else. Who knows what
else has a cap on it?
Child: A bottle has a cap on it.
9.
cover
Teacher: What is on the outside of your book to
keep the pages from tearing?
Child: The book has a cover on it.
Teacher: What else has a cover?
Child: My desk has a cover.
Teacher: A cover is the outside of a thing.
Synonym
Teacher: Cover can be a doing word. What does
mother do to keep baby warm?
Child: Mother covers the baby.
Teach covers, and covered. Use in oral sentences as a noun
and a verb.
10
.
truck
Teacher: What do we call a big car that carries
something heavy?
Child: We call it a truck.
Teacher: Tell something we use a truck for.
((
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11. sand
Teacher: What kind of dirt do we see at the beach'
Child: We see sand.
Teacher: Why was the truck bringing sand to
Johnny’s street?
Child: The truck was bringing sand to put on the
ice
.
12
.
grocery
13.
Teacher: What kind of store do we buy bread and
canned food and candy in?
Child: We buy them at the grocery store.
Teacher: The things you buy at the grocery store
are called groceries . Name some grocer ie
Child: Butter and eggs are groceries.
Teach grocery and groceries. Have each child give an
oral sentence, naming some groceries,
hammer
s
.
Teacher: If you want to put some nails in a board,
what tool do you use?
Child: You use a hammer.
Teacher: What else can you hammer?
Child: You can hammer on the door.
14. boards
Teacher: Tom used some flat pieces of wood to
build a dog house. What did he use?
Child: He used some boards.
(.
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15.
Teacher: What else can we build with boards?
Child: You can build a house with boards.
Have the children notice that the s. makes it plural,
stairs
Teacher: Who knows another way to say steps ?
Child: You can say stairs.
Teacher: Why do we need stairs in a house?
Child: We need stairs to walk up to the next stor;y.
16
.
part
Teacher: John gave Bob a piece of his apple, but
not all of it. How much of the apple did
he give him?
Child: John gave Boo part of the apple.
Teacher: Yes, part of anything, means some of it .
17 . vine
Teacher: Vi/hat did the pumpkin grow on?
Child: The pumpkin grew on a vine.
Teacher: What else grows on a vine?
Child: G-rapes grow on a vine.
18. machine
Teacher: What did the farmer use to thresh the
wheat?
Child: The farmer used a machine.
Teacher: What other kind of machine do you know?
Child: My mother has a washing machine.

19.
errand
20
.
pins
Teacher: When you do a little job for your mother,
this is Vi/hat we call it. Who can say it':
Child: You do an errand.
Teacher: What did Molly do for Grandmother?
Child: Molly did an errand for Grandmother.
Teacher: When you lose a button from your coat.
Vi/hat can you use to fasten it?
Child: You can use a pin.
Teacher: Sometimes we wear a pretty pin for jewelr|[y
Who has a pretty pin?
Child: I have a pretty pin.
Synonym
Teacher: Fin can be a doing word too. 7/hat does
Grandmother do when she is making Molly’s
dress ?
Child: Grandmother pins the dress.
Teach pins and pinned. Use each in oral sentences.
21
.
n ickels
Teacher: What money have I in my hand?
Child: You have two nickels.
Teacher: How much money is a nickel?
Child: A nickel is five cents.
Have the children notice that the s makes it plural.
..
.
- -
-
-
.
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22
.
present
Teacher: What does mother give you for your birth-
day?
Child: Mother gives me a present.
Teacher: a present is something that is given to
us. Tell me something you got for a
present, Mary.
Child: I got ice-skates for a Christmas present.
23
.
yesterday
Teacher: 71/hat word means the day before today?
Child: The day before today was yesterday.
Teacher: What day was it yesterday?
Child: Yesterday was Tuesday.
24. storekeeper
Teacher: What do we call the man who works in a
store ?
Child: Ee is the storekeeper.
Teacher: 7/ho do you know that is a storekeeper?
Child: Mr. is a storekeeper.
Seat-work checks for word meaning may be found on page 189.
Adjectives and Exercises Using Them
>
straight even
whole strong
1. straight
heavy
else
sudden louder
ago loudest
Teacher: What kind of line can you draw with your
ruler?
.»
.
.
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Child: You can draw a straight line.
Teacher: How should you go across the street?
Child: You should go straight across.
2. even
Teacher: If the girls score 10 in a game, and the
boys score 10 too, who wins the game?
Child: They are even.
Teacher: Yes, even can mean equal. Sometimes we do
a thing in spite of the fact that we know
we should not. Then we do it even though
we know we shouldn’t. Who can use even
though in a sentence?
Child: John went out even though it was raining.
3. heavy
Teacher: Why can’t I lift my desk?
Child: It is too heavy.
Teacher: When something weighs a lot it is heavy.
Who can think of something very heavy?
Child: An elephant is heavy.
Teach heavy, heavier, and heaviest. Use each in oral
sentences
•
4. sudden
Teacher: If you do something all at once, you do
it all of a sudden. What happened to
Johnny all of a sudden?
Child: ^11 of a sudden Johnny slipped on the ice.
,. 4
.
-
•
• y
5.
whole
Teacher: If John gives me all of his apple, how
much does he give me?
Child: He gives you the whole apple.
Teacher: When we draw, how much of the paper do
we fill?
Child: We fill the whole paper.
6. strong
Teacher: What kind of men can do hard work?
Child: Strong men can do hard work.
Teacher: What will make you strong?
Child: Good food will make you strong.
7 . else
Teacher: Molly tried to think of some other thing
that she had to buy. What did she have
to get?
Child: She had to get something else.
Teacher: When I ask you a question and you do not
know it, what do I do?
Child: You ask somebody else.
8. ago
Teacher: When were you a little baby?
Child: I was a baby a long time ago.
Teacher: How long ago was Easter?
Child: Easter was three days ago.
..
.
.
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Adverbs and Exercises Usings Them
hardly outside
1 . hardly
Teacher: Johnny could scarcely walk on the ice.
How could he walk?
Child: Johnny could hardly walk on the ice.
Teacher: Sometimes we say hardly ever when we mean
not very often . Tell me some place you
do not go very often and use the words
hardly ever .
Child: I hardly ever go to my aunt’s house.
2 . outside
Teacher: We are inside school. When you are in
the schoolyard, where are you?
Child: We are outside school.
Teacher: Where is the skin on your body?
Child: My skin is on the outside of my body.
Pronouns and Hxercises Using Them
myself everybody you’ll what’s
1 . myself
Teacher: If you do your work without any help from
anyone, who does the work?
Child: I do it myself.
Teacher: Tell me something you can do by yourself.
Child: I can tie ijny 3hoes myself.

2. everybody
Teacher: Each child in this room stand. How many
are standing?
Child: Everybody is standing.
Teacher; Who knows a word that means the same as
everybody ?
Child; Everyone means the same as everybody .
3
.
you ’ 11
Teacher: This is the short way to say you will .
Who can say this the short way? I kno
w
you will have a good time.
Child: I know you’ll have a good time.
4 . wha t ’
s
Teacher: This is the short way to say what is .
Who can say this the short way? What
is the matter?
What’s the matter.?Child:

V'
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1 .
2 .
3 .
4 •
5 .
6 .
7 .
8 .
9 .
10 .
1 .
2..
3 .
4 .
5 .
6 .
7 .
8 .
9 .
Seatwork Checks for word Leaning
Unit IX
apron truck stairs machine pins
pumpkin hammer boards vine nickels
Find something to wear.
Find something to eat.
Find something to ride on.
Find a tool to build with.
Find something in a house.
Find something to build a house with.
Find something that goes.
Find something that grapes grow on.
Find something to hold things together with.
Find some money.
Find the kissing vVord .
noon remember whole strong present
weather boxes hardly errand sudden
The clock said it was
bo you the answer?
The man put the groceries in
_.
Bob ate the apple.
The was very cold.
The baby could reach the table.
brink your milk and you will grow
.
John did an for his mother.
Here is a birthday for you.
All of a it began to rain.10

noon
cap
Find the Word that Means the Same.
might board you ’ 11
sand whole everybody
1. twelve o ’clock 6. all of it
2 . hat 7. you will
3. may 8. each one
4. dirt 9. what is
5. piece of wood 10. five cents
Find the Opposite and Draw a Line to i'
1. forget colder
2. light outside
3. ask remember
4. softer loudest
5. part heavy
6. softest answer
7. nobody whole
8. buy outside
9. inside sell
10. warmer louder
Use Your books to rind Three of Each Thing
what 1 s
nickel
People Wood ‘things That Go

Unit 10
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Verbs and Exercises Using Them.
caught stamp hung
bite roar gobble
Each word is introduced with a flash card. Y/hen one form
is taught, all forms are used in oral sentences.
1 . bite
Teacher: What might a wild animal do to you?
Child: He might bite you.
Teacher: How do you eat an apple?
Child: You bite the apple.
Teach bite, bites, bit and bitten. Tell the children that
itten must have a helper.
Synonym
Teacher: When you take one mouthful of something
you take a bite . How much of this
cooky did I eat?
Child: You took one bite.
2 . stamp
Teacher: When you press something down hard, you
stamp it. What did the troll stamp?
Child: The troll stamped his feet.
Teacher: Who can stamp on the floor?
Child: I can stamp on the floor.
Teach stamps, stamping and stamped. Use in oral sentences.
Synonym
Teacher: What must you put on a letter?

Child: You put a stamp on a letter.
Teacher: What other stamps do you know?
Child: You put stamps on our papers.
3. roar
Teacher: A troll speaks in a very loud voice.
What does a troll do?
Child: A troll roars.
Teacher: What else can roar?
Child: A lion can roar.
Teach roars, roaring and roared. Use in oral sentences.
4 . hung
Teacher: How did the turtle fly?
Child: The turtle hung on to the stick.
Teacher: Who has hung up his hat and coat?
Child: I have hung up my hat and coat.
Teach hang, hanging and hung. Use each in oral sentences
to show past and present.
5
.
gobble
Teacher: What did the troll say he would do to
the Billy Goats?
Child: He said he would gobble them up.
Teacher: How do you eat when you gobble?
Child: You eat very fast.
The word caught has been taught with catch.
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Exercise 1'or action verbs
bite stamp roar
Choose a child to act out a word. Have another child pick
out the correct flash card and say it.
Nouns and Exercises Using Them
river turtle geese wife trap
rope bridge horns troll sheep
Each word is introduced with a flash card and a picture
or object if that is possible.
1 . river
Teacher: Where did sly fox catch the fish?
Child: He used a rope.
Teacher: Is rope the same as string?
Child; Rope is stronger than string.
2 . turtle
Teacher: Who is this funny animal?
Child: That is a turtle.
Teacher: How can you tell it is a turtle?
Child: A turtle has a shell on its back.
3 . bridge
Teacher: How did the goats get over the river?
Child: The goats went over the bridge.
Teacher: What do we use a bridge for?
Child: A bridge is a way to go over water.
4. horns
Teacher: What does a goat have on its head?
Child: A goat has horns on its head.

Teacher: What other animal has horns?
Child: A cow has horns.
Have the children notice that the s. makes it plural.
5. wife
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Teacher: The woman that a man marries is his wife.
Who is your father's wife?
Child: My mother is my father’s wife.
Teacher: What work did the man think was easy?
Child: The man thought his wife’s work was easy.
6. troll
Teacher: This is a picture of an ugly creature
who is only make-believe. What do we
call him?
7 . tra
8. sheep
Child: We call him the ugly troll.
Teacher: Are trolls good or bad?
Child: Trolls are bad.
Teacher: What can you catch a mouse in?
Child: You can catch a mouse in a trap.
Teacher: What else do you use a trap for?
Child: You use a trap to catch a fox.
Teacher: What animal gives us wool?
Child: We get wool from sheep.
Tell the children that sheep is the same whether singular
or plural. It never adds an s_ . Use in many oral sentences
to discourage sheeps.
,
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The word geese has been taught with goose
*
Seatwork checks for word meaning may be found on page 199
Adjectives and Exercises Using Them
sly
wild
wiae
great
angry
gruff
young
ugly
strange
bad
!•
2. wild
3. wide
Teacher: The fox liked to play mean tricks on the
other animals. .That kind of animal was
he ?
Child: He was a sly fox.
Teacher: Yes, sly means sneaky. Is it nice to be
sly?
Child: Ho, it is not nice to be sly.
Teacher: Some animals live in the woods and do
not let people come near them. What kind
of animals are they?
Child: They are wild animals.
Teacher: Tell me tfcie name of a wild animal.
Child; A wolf is a wild animal.
Teacher: Sometimes flowers grow in the fields
without anyone taking care of them. Wha
kind of flowers are they?
Child: They are wild flowers.
Teacher: This river is not a little skinny river

What kind of river is it?
Child: It is a wide river.
Teacher: What else could be wide?
Child: A street could be wide.
Teach wide, wider, widest. Use sentences like the
following
:
I live on a wide street.
John’s street is wider than mine.
Main Street is the widest street in the city.
4
.
great
Teacher: Big Billy Goat Gruff had very large
strong horns. What kind of horns did he
hav e ?
Child: He had great big horns.
Teacher: Great means very large or very wonderful
Who knows a great man?
Child: The President is a great man.
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5.
angry
Teacher: The bear was very, very cross with the
fox. How did the bear feel?
Child: He was angry.
Teacher; Alien do you get angry?
Child; I get angry when my work is wrong.
6 gruff
eTeacher: The Big Eilly Goat has a loud harsh vole
’Aliat kind of voice did he have?
.
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Child: Billy Goat had a gruff voice.
7
.
young
Teacher: When a person is not very old, we say
he is young. Who do you know that is
very young?
Child: My baby is very young.
Teach young, younger, youngest with the following sentences;
My sister is young.
I am younger than my sister.
The baby is the youngest one in the family.
8 . u
9 . strange
Teacher: A troll is very bad to look at. How do
we say a troll looks?
Child: A troll is ugly.
Teacher: What else do you know that looks ugly?
Child; A snake looks ugly to me.
Teacher: If you see something you never saw be-
fore and do not know about it, it is
strange to you. What would you think if
you saw a troll?
Child: I would think it was strange.
Teacher: If I had ice cream and candy for break-
fast, what kind of breakfast would that
be?
Child: That would be a strange breakfast.

10 . bad
Teacher: What do we say about something that is
not good at all?
Child: We say It is bad.
Teacher: Tell me a bad thing to do.
Child: It is a bad thing to play in the street.
Exercise for the Adverb Since
Teacher: Since you have finished your work, you
may take a library book. Why may you
take a book, John?
Child: I may take a book because I have finished
my work.
Teacher: Yes, sometimes since means because .
Who can use since in a sentence?
Child: Since it began to rain, I went Into the
house
.
Teacher: I haven’t seen John s in c
e
yesterday.
That means I haven’t seen John from
some time yesterday. How long is it
since we had movies?
Child: We haven’t had movies since last week
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1.
2 .
4.
5 .
6 .
7 .
8 .
9 .
10 .
1 .
2 .
5 .
4 .
5 .
5 .
7 .
8 .
9 .
10 .
Seatwork Checks fcr Word Meaning
Unit X
water geese rope horns sheep
bite turtle bridge trap gooole
Find some water.
Find something a fox can do.
Find something that flies.
Find something poky.
Fina something you can tie.
Find something that goes over a river.
Find something a goat has.
Find something you can catch a mouse with.
Find something that gives you wool.
Find something a turkey can do.
Find the Mi s sing Word
sly angry bridge horns sheep
caught turtle roar trap strange
The fox wanted to fool the bear.
The bear had his tail in the ice.
This made the bear very .
The foolish wanted to fly.
The ugly troll lived under the
The troll began to Silly Goat.
Ee bumped him with his
,
The three Billy goats went trip
___
.
Mrs. heard a man coming for her wool.
He heard a noise outside.
,.
.
Find the Word That Means the Same
river angry roar ugly strange
1. some water
2. very cross
3. loud noise
4. bad looking
5. funny
Find the Opposite and Lraw a Line to it.
1. cid ugly
2. tame bad
3. small wild
4. beautiful young
5. bigger great
6
.
good smaller

Exercises for Courtesy
greetings
Teacher: ./hen you meet a friend you say, "Hello"
and the person’s name. John what would
you say to Tom':
Child: I would say, "hello, Tom".
Teacher: If you meet an older person you say,
"G-ood morning", "Good evening", or
"hello", and the person’s name, hary,
what -would you say to i*nn’s mother?
Child: I would say, "Good morning, hr s . Jones."
Give each child practice in saying a greeting,
goodbyes
Teacher: when you leave your friend you say,
"Goodbye". You may say, "I had a very
good time". If you are leaving some-
one’s house you may say, "Thank you.
I had a very nice time". Prebend you
have been to a party and are just
leaving, John.
Child: I would say, "Thank you . I had a very
nice time".
Give each child practice in taking his leave in differen
situations
.
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3. answering the door
Teacher: When you answer the door say, "hello''.
If you know the person, say, "Won’t
you come in Mrs. Jones"? If you do not
know the person, call your mother or
father. If no one is at home, say,
"My mother is not at home. Can you call
again"? Mary, will you answer the door
for -knn?
First Child: How do you do? Is your mother in?
Second Child: Good Morning. No, she is not at
home. Can you call again?
First Child: Yes, I will call again. Thank you,
goodbye
.
Have several children dramatize answering the door. Let
them use their own ideas for the conversation.
4 . excusing yourself
Teacher: If you walk between two people, what do
you say?
Child: You say, "Excuse me."
Teacher: If you need to leave the table before
everyone is finished you say, "Excuse
me, mother." If you are visiting, you
say, "Excuse me, Mrs. Jones." Pretend
you are leaving my table, John.
Child: Will you excuse me. Miss ?

E03
Teacher: If you bump or push someone, or knock
something out of his hand, what should
you say?
Child: You should say "Excuse me".
Cive every child practice in excusing himself.
5 . interrupting
Teacher: If you wish to say something, wait till
other people have finished. If you
cannot wait, say, "May I interrupt
please"? Pretend you must tell me
something important.
Child: Miss
.
May I interrupt please?
Give every child practice in breaking into a conversation.
5 . introductions
Teacher: When you want two people to get
acquainted you introduce them. If one
is a boy, and one is a girl, you say
the girl’s name first. For instance
you say, "knn, this is Tom Brown. Tom,
this is Ann Jones". Who would like to
introduce two friends?
Child; Mary, this is my friend Tom Green. Tom,
this is Mary Hill.
Teacher: When you are introduced you say, "How
do you do"? What will Mary and Tom say
to each other?

Child: They will say, "How do you do"?
Teacher: If you are introducing your friend to
grown-up, you say the older person’s
name first, who can introduce his
mother to a friend?
Child: Mother, this is my friend, Peter Jones.
Peter, this is my mother.
Have the children practice introductions by dramatizing
different situations

CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY AMD CONCLUSIONS
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to provide language
exercises to improve the spoken English of bilingual children
in the second grade.
The following methods were used:
1. Much directed conversation
2. Many language games
3. As nearly as possible correcting every oral
mistake when made
4. Asking and answering various questions based on
the reading material and questions which begin
with, or contain, a phrase which needs attention.
Aims of the Exercises
The aims of the exercises were as follows:
1. To enrich the required reading vocabulary of the
grade
2. To give remedial exercises for the most common
language errors of bilinguals as indicated by the
research.
3.
To give practice in the exact English idioms most
commonly used for introductions, telephone calls,
and other forms of courtesy.
**
Limitations of the Study
These exercises have been used with 22 bilingual children
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in a second grade in Feabody, Massachusetts. The children were
of Greek and Portuguese extraction. The classes were hetero-
geneous in grouping and contained both English speaking and
bilingual children. The exercises were used over a period of
two years.
Conclusions
The research indicated that bilingualism handicaps school
achievement unless special help is provided. This study at-
tempted to provide that help.
There was no formal testing program and the number of
children with whom the exercises were used was too small to
afford significant conclusions. The value of the exercises
cannot be determined until pupil progress can be reported ac-
curately and on a much larger scale.
The personal observations of the writer and the reports
of the third grade teachers regarding the language progress of
the children with ’whom the exercises were used seem to indicate
that the exercises had some value in improving oral English.
Suggestions for Further Research
1. Develop a testing program to evaluate the exercises.
2. Develop an accompanying phonics program.
3. Develop units for dramatizing the exercises in courtes
. Develop language exercises for bilinguals at each-
grade level.
y-
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APPENDIX

OGDEN 1 3 LIST OE 850 BASIC WOEDS
Substances
air copper leather rice steel
blood cork linen salt stone
brass cotton meat sand sugar
bread dust milk silk tin
butter earth mist silver water
canvas glass oil smoke way
chalk gold paint snow wine
cheese ice paper soap wood
cloth iron paste soup wool
coal lead powder
Verbs
steam
come put give make let
go take get
Operations
keep do
come do among all so
get have at any very
give say to if out
go see than though still
keep send a how then
let through the while there
make for who when tomorrow
put of and where yesterday
over till because why north
up that but again south
with this or ever together
as I before little well
every he between much almost
no you not enough
other may down forward east
come will from here west
such about in near please
seem across off now yes
take after on only
be against under quite

account
act
addition
adjustment
advertisement
agreement
air
amount
amount
amusement
animal
answer
apparatus
approval
argument
art
attack
attempt
attention
attraction
authority
black
balance
base
behavior
belief
birth
bit
bite
blood
blow
body
brass
bread
breath
brother
building
burn
burst
business
butter
canvas
care
c aus e
chalk
chance
change
i'hings--400 General
cloth
coal
color
comfort
committee
company
comparison
competition
condition
connection
control
cook
copper
copy
cork
cotton
c ough
country
cover
crack
credit
crime
crush
cry
current
curve
damage
danger
daughter
day
death
debt
decision
degree
design
desire
destruction
detail
development
digestion
direction
discovery
discussion
disease
disgust
distance
distribution
division
doubt
drink
driving
dust
earth
education
effect
end
error
event
example
exchange
existence
expansion
experience
expert
fact
fall
family
father
fear
feeling
fiction
field
fight
fire
flame
flight
flower
fold
food
force
form
friend
front
fruit
glass
gold
government
grain
grass
grip
group
growth
guide
harbor
"Harmony
hate
hearing
heat
help
history
hole
hope
hour
humor
ice
idea
impulse
increase
industry
ink
insect
instrumental
insurance
interest
invention
iron
jelly
join
journey
judge
jump
kick
kiss
knowledge
land
language
laugh
law
lead
learning
leather
letter
level
lift
light
limit
linen
liquid
list
look
loss
love

machine person
mean place
manager plant
mark play
market pleasure
mass point
meal poison
measure polish
meat partner
meeting position
memory powder
metal power
middle price
milk print
mind process
mine produce
minute profit
mist prosperity
money prose
month protest
morning- pull
mother punishment
motion purpose
mountain push
move quality
music question
name rain
nation range
need rate
news ray
night reaction
noise reading
note reason
number record
observation regret
after relation
oil religion
operation represent
opinion request
organization respect
ornament rest
owner reward
page rhythym
pain rice
paint river
paper road
part roll
paste room
payment rub
peace rule
run stop
salt story
sad stretch
sand structure
scale substance
science sugar
sea suggestion
seat summer
second support
selection surprise
self swim
sense system
servant talk
sex tas t e
shade tax
shame teaching
shake tendency
shock test
side theory
sign thing
silk thought
silver thunder
sister time
size tin
sky top
sleep touch
slip trade
slope transport
smash trick
smell trouble
smile turn
smoke twist
sneeze unit
snow use
soap value
society verse
son vessel
song- view;
sort voice
sound walk
soup w;ar
space wash
stage waste
start w;ater
statement wave
steem wax
steel way
step weather
stitch week
stone weight

wine woman word writing
wind wood work year
winter wool- wound yes
Things--200 Picturable
angle carriage garden nose sock
ant cat girl nut spade
apple chain glove office sponge
arch cheese goat orange spoon
arm chest gun oven spring
army chin hair parcel square
bahy church hammer pen stamp
bag circle hand pencil star
ball clock hat picture station
band cloud head Pig stem
basin coat heart pin stick
basket collar hook pipe stocking
bath comb horn plane stomach
bed cord horse plate store
bee cow hospital plough street
bell cup house pocket sun
berry certain island pot table
bird cushion jewel potato tail
blade dog kettle prison thread
board door key pump throat
boat drain knee rail thumb
bone drawer knife rat ticket
book dress knot receipt toe
boot drop leaf ring tongue
bottle ear leg rod tooth
box egg library roof town
boy engine line root train
brain eye lip sail tray
branch face lock school tree
brake farm map scissors trousers
brick feather match screw umbrella
bridge finger monkey seed wall
brush fish moon sheep watch
bucket flag mouth shelf wheel
bulb floor muscle ship whip
button fly nail shirt whistle
cake foot neck shoe window
camera fork needle skin wine
card fowl nerve skirt wire
cart frame net snake worm
•-
;
•
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r
*
*
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ualities-~100 General
able
acid
angry
automatic
beautiful
black
boiling
bright
broken
brown
cheap
chemical
chief
clean
cellar
common
comply
conscious
cut
deep
dependent
early
elastic
electric
equal
awake
bad
bent
bitter
blue
certain
cold
complete
cruel
dark
fat
fertile
first
fixed
flat
free
freauent
full
general
good
great
gray
hanging
happy
hard
healthy
high
hollow
important
kind
like
living
long
male
married
dead
dear
delicate
different
dirty
dry
false
feeble
female
foolish
material
medical
military
natural
necessary
new
normal
open
parallel
past
physical
political
poor
possible
present
private
probable
quick
quiet
ready
red
regular
responsible
right
round
same
second
separate
serious
sharp
smooth
sticky
stiff
straight
strong
sudden
sweet
tall
thick
tight
tired
true
violent
waiting
warm
wet
wide
wise
yellow
young
simple
slow
small
soft
solid
special
strange
thin
white
wrong
0pposites--50
future narrow
green old
ill opposite
last public
late rough
left sad
loose safe
loud secret
low short
mixed shut
'
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